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... military science assumes the strength of an army to be 
identical vvith its numbers. Military science says that the 
more troops the greater the strength. Les gros battailons ont 
toujours raison (Large battalions are always victorious) ... 

In military affairs the strength of an army is the product of its 
mass and some unknown x ... 

That unknown 'tuantity is the spirit of the army ... 

the spirit of an army is the factor which multiplied by the 
mass gives the resulting force. To define and express the 
significance of this unknown factor - the spirit of an army -
is a problem for science. 

This problem is only solvable if we cease arbitrarily to 
substitute for the unknown X itself the conditions under 
which that force becomes apparent- such as the commands 
of the general, the equipment employed, and so on -
mistaking these for the real significance of the factor, and if 
we recognize this unknown quantity in its entirety as being 
the greater or lesser desire to fight and to face danger. 

Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace 



1.1 The Theme 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Efficiency lies in the heart of eronomics. Right from the time of dassicals, the analysis 

of efficiency has been a central roncem for economists. Unlimited wants ronstrained 

by limited resources make efficiency the goal for households, firms and governments; and 

the theme for economists. As Leibenstein (1966, p.392) states '~t the core of economics 

is the concept of efficiency". 

1.2 The "Fundamental insight" 

Firms, left with limited resources and other constraints face the question of efficiency 

in maximising output. They are engaged in the process of transforming inputs into 

output(s ). Conceptually, a productive activity transforms a vector of non-negative inputs 

into a vector of non-negative outputs subject to the constraint of fixed technology. 

Shephard (1974, 1970, 1953) models this process by an input correspondence and by an 

output correspondence1 

The inputs K = (X1, Xz, X3, ••• , Xu) E .R.+ n are transformed into net outputs y_ = (Y1, Y z, 

Y 3, ••• , Y m) E R+ m . The input correspondence is denoted by L(y__) and the output 

correspondence by P(K)· The inverse relationship between Land P is given by: 

~ E L(y)_ <==> y_ E P(~) (1.2.1) 

An input cou•spondence defines the subset of input vectors K E R+ n which yield at 
least output levels of y_. Analogously an output correspondence specifies the subset 
of all output vectors y_ E R+ m obtainable from input levels~ (Ganley and Cubin, 
1992). 



It may be computed as (Pare. Gasskopf and Lovell (1985)): 

P(i) = l Y- : 1t E L(y._) J (1.2.2) 

and: 

L(y_) = [ ~ : y_ E P(~) ) (1.2.3) 

The input correspondence L(y_) and the output correspondence P(~ for the simple case 

of n=m=2 are illustrated in Figure 1.2.1a & 1.2.1b. 

Figure 1.2.1 a The Input Correspondence, n=2 

Input 

X2 

A ~ 

0 

L (y) 

8 Input X 1 

Figure 1.2.1 b The Output Correspondence, m=2 

Output 

Y2 

A 

0 

P(x) 

8 Output Y 1 

In Part A of Figure 1.2.1 the boundaty of the input correspondenre AB is the 

conventional isoquant and analogously AB in Part B is the production possibility frontier 

for the given technology and input vector~- A transformation process of inputs into 

output can be called efficient only if the firm is on the curve AB. If inefficiency exists, 

then the specification of the production function will be an inequality: 

Yi < f(K; /i) (1.2.4) 

l 



2 

where Yi is the observed output and ~ is the vector of inputs and fi the vector of 

parameters which describes the transformation process. If y1 < y~ where Ymax = f (.) 

has the interpretation of a frontier, the difference between y1 and Ymax raises the 

question of (in)efficiency in the firm for which the answer requires a detailed enquiry 

into the complexities of the production process in firms. It turns to an interesting 

enquiry when some firms arc doing the transformation process in a betterway oompared 

to others. 

Definitely this sort of an enquiry requires an approach different from the firm analysis 

in mainstream economics which oonsidered firm as a" black box" (Coase, 1992). Now, 

the attempt is to have a look into the "black box". This should help us to understand, 

in a better-way, the variability in the capabilities of firms in the transformation process 

of inputs into output(s). 

A firm is conceptualised as a bundle of resources and capabilities (Penrose, 1959). 

These tangibles and intangibles are oo-ordinated by an 'x' factor in a unique way to be 

transformed as outputs. The orchestration of these inputs in the transformation process 

co-ordinated by an 'x' factor gives rise to a unique mode of interaction of these inputs 

and their metabolic process in a firm. This tempts us to see the firm as an organism 

rather than an organisation. 

Now, Marshall called the 'x' factor, organisation and introduced it as the fourth factor 

of production. Later J. B. Clark gave the job of 'x' factor to the entrepreneurs and 

Professor Knight identified managers as the •x• factor2• This •x• factor together with 

the interaction of other factors, determines what happens in between the purchase of the 

factors of production and the sale of the goods that arc produred by these factors. The 

Both Alfred Marshall and Frank Knight considered intrafirm elements. However 
these considerations have certainly dropped out of modem micro economic analysis. 
They do not appear to be necessary elements of the main-line neoclassical economics 
(Leibenstein, 1979). 

3 



J 

understanding of the cmergenre, existence and importance of organisation, often 

described as the 'fundamental insight', gives a detailed acoount of the working of the 

system in a firm. This 'fundamental insight' reduces (or widens?) the analysis of the firm 

to the analysis of the institutional structure of production in the finn. Different studies 

by Oliver Williamson, Harold Demset~ Steven Cheung, Thrian Eggertsan, Ronald H 

Coase et al initiated and emphasized the role of institutions in the production process. 

The institutional structure of production within the firm is formed by the interrelations 

and interaction of tangible and intangible resources; which is determined by the nature 

of organisation; and is revealed by the principal-agent relations, the contractual 

agreements, the conventions etc. These institutional arrangements create oosts to the 

firm which Coase refers to as "transaction costs"3 (Coase, 1937). A particular 

organisational form (dictated by the nature of ownership) and the resulting institutional 

set-up set a definite level of transaction costs in a firm which is not easy to change 

(especially, downward) without interferenres from some external forces. This defines 

some 'inert areas' of production. Movement from 'these inert areas' is resisted by one 

or more inputs which in tum beoomes the resistance from all the inputs as they interact 

and are interrelated. In short, these 'inert areas', prevent the firm from achieving the 

potential output(s) from their resources and capabilities in the most productive way. 

And this explains why firms differ in their ability to tran.sform inputs into output(s); in 

other words why some firms are more efficient than others. 

This sort of an outlook towards the efficiency variations in firms requires a paradigm 

other than the neo-classical (the mainstream) eoonomics. An attempt to peep into the 

Transaction oosts can be defined as the oosts to undertake negotiations, to draw up 
contracts, to make inspections and to arrange for setting disputes etc.(Coase, 1992). 
Matthews (1986, p.906) defines it as the costs for arranging the contracts ex ante and 
monitoring and enforcing it ex post, as opposed to production cost, which are the 
costs of executing the contract. To a large extent transaction costs are the costs of 
relations between people and people and production costs are costs are costs of 
relations between people and thin~. In short, it !s the cost for running the system. 

4 



"black box" itself is not facilitated by the main stream. The understanding of the 

existence of positive transaction costs again drifts us away from the mainstream 

eoonomics where zero transaction oost is assumed. What we need is a paradigm which 

can allow an inside analysis of firms considering their institutional aspects and thus 

facilitating an intrafirm and interfirm analysis. And this is what X-Efficiency theory and 

paradigm try to facilitate. 

X-efficiency theory and the paradigm tries to make a micro-micro analysis. In its 

approach the basic decision making unit is not the firm; but the different inputs in the 

firm. Taking each input as the decision making unit, the paradigm helps us to go beyond 

the conceptualisation of the firm as a "black box'' in the standard micro theory. With its 

fundamental postulates like the Relaxation ofthe maximisation behaviour, Inertia of the 

dependent variable to the changes in the independent variable(s), Inoomplete contracts 

between the principal and the agents, The effort discretion of the agents and the wage 

discretion of the principal, the paradigm helps us to inoorporate the institutional factors 

into the analysis of the firm. While the inclusion of these assumptions and postulates 

leads to the oollap;e of the neo-classical paradigm, X-efficiency offers a better picture 

of the 'system' within the firm. Recognition of the institutional factors and thereby the 

existence of the transaction costs facilitates the understanding of the cost the firm incurs 

in transforming the inputs into output(s). With all these merits this paradigm can 

identify the inert areas and thereby the difficulties the firm encounters in achieving the 

potential level of output(s). The conreptualisation of efficiency as the difference between 

the maximum possible level of output(s) and the actual or observed level of output(s) 

gives a more comprehensive picture of (in)efficiency other than any 9ther measure. In 

short, X-efficiency paradigm offers a better oonceptualisation of (in )efficiency in a firm 

and the reasons behind it. 

The only limitation which X-efficiency paradigm had been facing was its empirical 

estimation. It was because, it is argued, the factors which X-efficiency paradigm 

identifies for the analysis were not able to be quantified; and there was no adequate tool 

5 



to rn.pturc the degree of X-cfficicncy. But the development of frontier measurement 

using econometric method of Stochastic Frontier Production Function and later the 

development of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) have helped to overcome this 

limitation. The latest developments in the DEA methodology allowing for flexibility 

scale assumptions and the disposability assumptions offers it as an excellent quantitative 

tool for the measurement of X-efficiency. 

1.3 The Search and the Re-Search 

It is from this perspective we would like to take a look at the efficiency aspect of the 

State Transport Undertakings (STUs hereafter)in India. Evaluation ofthe performance 

of public sector undertakings has been an attractive research area for economists in 

developed as well as underdeveloped countries. There are quite a large number of 

studies available for the literature survey. In the Indian context itself the studies like 

Ramaswamy and Renforth (1994), Jha and Sahni (1992), Basu (1991), Naidu (1990), 

Ahluwalia (1985), Ramaswamy (1972), Khera (1977), Paranjpe (1971), Ramanadhan 

(1963) etc constitute a very small sample of the existing literature. Almost all of these 

studies have been using the conventional measures of performance like total value 

added, net value added, capacity utilisation, profitability, return on asset etc. for their 

assessment. 

But the evaluation of the public enterprises should have to be different from that of 

the private enterprises simply because of the differences in their objectives. Amartya 

Sen (1983) is quite right when he says "In the absence of any well formulated alternative 

criterion, the public tends to judge success or failure of public enterprises by profits. 

This might be at least partly unjustified, but it is fairly inescapable in the absence of a 

different system of performance evaluation". Similar concern has been expressed by 

Bhaya(1990). What remains logical is a measurement of how efficiently the resources 

at hand are utilised. 

6 



'I ht'lo hn" hcmt umu.v nttelllphl tu IIICilllliW the perlmuuuwe ol' t.IIHercnt 'l'mnKJlort 

undcrtakin~ in India. The studies like Bagadc and Paranjpe (1994), Mariamma (1993), 

MiRm nnd Nnudngnpnl ( HJ9j ), Atutrt (l9H7), Cluutd (l98:l), f:t.fto (1982), Vijttyttkumttr 

(1982), Bagade (1981), Ibrahim (1978), Prakash (1977), Keshava (1972), Jayadev~das 

(1971), Pillai (1956), Collins (1949), Ramanadhan (1948) attempted to measure the 

performance of different state transport undertakings. They all relied upon the 

conventional measures for their assessment. 

The search is to examine the concept, postulates and the paradigm of X-efficiency as 

an alternative to the neo-classical (mainstream) paradigm in analysing the performance 

of the STUs. This analysis should enable us to shed more light into the nature and 

causes of inefficiency in different STUs. The intra firm analysis which it makes p~ssible 

should help us to study the micro unit by analysing its micro-micro units and enable us 

to make a more meaningful inter finn analysis. 

The re-search is to evaluate the efficiency of different STUs in the new P'Flradigm 

using the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). 

In India, STUs are formed with different organisational set up. These organisational set 

up include Departmental Undertakings, Municipal Undertakings, Corporations and 

Companies. The organisational set up of these STUs define a particular institutional 

arrangement for each of them, which in turn critically determine theirlevel of efficiency. 

In our alternative paradigm we hy to find out the effect of each organisational set up 

and the 'pressure' it exerts on the effort level offered by the different inputs. This sort 

of an analysis enables us to enquire into the Averch-Johnson result that efficiency rises 

as the degree of government regulation falls. To this result to be true in the case of 

STUs in India, efficiency should increase from Departmental Undertakings to 

Companies. From the DEA results we try to get quantitative indicators to the existence 

and magnitude of the institutional factors determining the efficiency level in STUs. 

7 



1.4 The Data Source 

The study is based on the cross section data of different STUs for the year 1994-95. 

The data was collected from the ''State Transport Undertaking: Profile and Performance" 

published by Central Institute of Road Transport Undertakings (CIRT) for the 

Association of State Road Transport Undertakin~. The study is confmed to STUs 

conducting mofussil seiVices for the sake of uniformity in demand and road conditions. 

The data for the thirty STUs analysed and the explanations of the variables used are 

given in the Appendix I and II respectively. 

1.5 The Outline 

The study is presented in Six chapters. A brief outline of the thesis can be presented 

as follows: 

Chapter 2, titled "X-Efficiency: The Conrept and The Paradigm" sets the theoretical 

framework. It starts with the enquiry into the different conceptualisations of efficiency 

and the definition of X-efficiency. The basic postulates of the X-Efficiency theory and 

its difference from the neo-classical economics paradigm are discussed in detail. The 

institutional set up and the inert areas which determine the efficiency level in the firms 

are analytically examined. 

The X-efficiency paradigm had been hounded by the impossibility of its measurement. 

Chapter 3, "X-Efficiency: The Question of Empirical Estimation" examines the roncept 

of the frontier estimation of efficiency and explains the three frequently used methods. 

The tueuuiug IUH.l the utclhou~ ol l'lllltlt,elric Stucha~tic l~rontier Production !Junction 

method, Non-Parametric Programming and Parametric Programming are briefly 

presented in the first part. The method used in this study, DEA, is explained in detail 

in the second part. The merits of this non parametric study over other methods of 

frontier estimation are also discussed. Definitely, the limitations are not forgotten. 



Chapter 4, ''Estimation of X-Efficiency in STUs in India Using DEA'' presents the results 

of the analysis done in this study. Thirty STUs conducting mofussil servires are taken 

for the analysis. The cross section data refers to the year 1994-95. Apart from the 

measurement of the magnitude of inefficiency in these STUs, partitioning of the X

inefficiency also is attempted. For the inefficient firms, an attempt is made to identify 

the peer groups which can offer blue prints for improvements. An examination of scale 

efficiency and returns to scale in each firm is also made. 

In Chapter 5, titled "Behind X-Inefficiency in STUs", search is made to look into the 

different reasons behind the inefficiency in STUs. 

Chapter 6, "Summary and Conclusion", summarizes the study, gives the conclusions, 

points to the limitations and highlights the scope for further research. The Appendix 

given at the end presents the data set used and detailed definitions of the variables used. 

It also presents the reports of programme execution for DEA. 



Chapter 2 

X-EFFICIENCY: THE CONCEPT AND THE PARADIGM 

2.1 Efficiency: Different Cona!ptualisations 

There are a variety of notions of efficiency oonceptualised by eoonomists. A finn is 

considered technically efficient if it can produce the maximum feasible level of output 

from the inputs. It can be allocatively efficient if it can produce the maximum feasible 

output from a oombination of minimum inputs, given the input prices. These concepts 

are implicit in the input and output correspondences as given in Shephard (1974, 1970, 

1953). 

Many attempts have been made by economists to quantify productive efficiency in a firm. 

They include the oonceptualisation of efficiency as: 

(1) The difference between the values of the outputs and inputs in oonstant prices. 

Davis (1955) defined the absolute measure of efficiency E to be: 

E=y-1-k-m 

where, y is the value of output and l, k, mare the values of different inputs at constant 

prices. This measure of efficiency is nothing more than a profit - cost analysis. 

(2) The ratio between the values of outputs and inputs. 

As in Schmookler (1952), Solow (1957), Kendrick (1961), efficiency can be quantified 

as the ratio between the values of outputs and inputs.. This gives us the "partial 

productivity" of each input since it is calculated by comparing output with each 

input(Kendrick, 1961). But this measure fails to give an overall measure of productive 

efficiency. The reason is that it does not take the oomposition of inputs or factor 

substitution into oonsideration(Kendrick, 1956). To solve this problem, Total Factor 



Productivity (fFP) was conceptualised. It is constructed by making an index that 

consists of a weighted average of inputs, using either relative prices or relative factor 

shares (Schmookler (1952), Pagin (1965), Bennett (1967), Pack (1984)). 

TFP, invariably a ratio between inputs and output can be expressed as: 

y 
TFP = 

where, Y is the level of production activity, ~the quantity of input factor i and wi some 

appropriate weight, for i = 1, 2, ... , n. The weights can be either exogenously given 

[Harris and Philips (1984), Tidrick (1986), Jiang and Zou (1990)]or statistically estimated 

[Nadiri and Schankerman (1981), Greene (1983)]. Different methods have been 

developed to measure TFP like Kendrick Arithmetic method (Kendrick,1961) and 

Solow's geometric index (Solow,1957). But all these methods came under fire from 

Farrell (1957), who pointed to the inappropriateness of the 'weights'. He argued that 

the selection of weights will be at the convenience of the user and the introduction of 

prices as weights itself brings in an element of arbitrariness to the measure. Also, this 

measure fails to distinguish the effects of inefficiency from that of other factors, whether 

endogenous or exogenous [Farrell (1957), Barrow and Wagstaff (1989)]. 

These two conceptualisations of efficiency are termed classical approach and the 

constraints in these led to the frontier approach to efficiency. 

(3) The ratio of actual output to the potential output. 

This definition of efficiency stems from the production or cost frontier. A firm is 

inefficient if it lies below the production frontier or lies above the cost frontier. In terms 

of production function we can say a firm is inefficient if: 

(1.2.4) 
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where Y; is the actual output and f(.) = Ymax as given in eqn (1.2.4). Now the residual, 

€;, defined as (Y; - y01ax) can give the efficiency ratio in a firm as: 

€; = Y; I f (~ ; /1) (2.1.1) 

Similarly, Hamond ( 1986) gives the efficiency ratio in terms of a cost function. The 

function is specified as: 

(2.1.2) 

where, ci is the average cost of the firm and g(.) = c min is defined as the frontier 

(minimum) cost. Now, the residual, 0; defines the efficiency ratio of the firm as: 

0. = g (Z. · a) I c. 
I =-1'- I 

(2.1.3) 

This approach originated from Shephard (1953), Solow (1957) and Farrell (1957). The 

path breaking paper by Farrell (1957) identified the technical and allocative efficiency 

in a firm. The Figure 2.1.1 explains it. 

Figure 2.1.1 Farrel Efficiency Measurement 
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In Pigurc 2.1.1, the firm using only two ·inputs X 1 and Xz to produce output y is 

presented. The production is specified as y = f (X1, X2) and it assumed that the returns 

to scale is constant, ie, linearly homogeneous. Then the production function can be 

specified as 1 = f (Xjy, Xjy). This enables us to draw isoquant II'. Here the firm is 

producing unit-output at the point C. Technical efficiency, which is defined as the ratio 

of the actual to the potential, can now be stated as OB/OC. It is clear that: 

0 :5 TE :5 1 

Now, the allocative efficiency can be specified given the isorost line PP' which is defined 

by the ratio of factor prices. The allocative efficiency ratio can be given by ONOB, 

whereby the firm is producing output in the most price efficient way. It can, now be 

seen that the overall efficiency is the product of technical and allocative efficiencies, ie, 

1e, 

OE = TE. AE 

ONOC = OB/OC . ONOB 

Figure 2.1.2 FGL Efficiency Decomposition 
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Luter, llurc, U rosskop£ uuJ Lovell (I ~H5) have trieJ to Jecomposc total crficicn(:y 

fu rthcr. They have shown that total efficiency can be split into purely technical, 

structural, scale and allocativc components. This decomposition of total efficiency can 

be explained with the help of Figure 2.1.2. 

Production is carried out with an inferior set of inputs, F, where the overall efficient 

input choice is G; given the isooost line RR and the long run reference technology PP. 

Overall efficiency (OE) can be specified as: 

OE = OA/OF < 1 

Now, the pure technical component in overall efficiency is represented by OD I OF. ie, 

PTE= OD/ OF 

The structural component (C), known as congestion, is due to production on a positively 

sloped stretch of the isoquant. Tin bergen identified it in the non-economic region and 

called it counter production1
• It can be specified as 

C = OC/OD 

Scale efficiency (S) is defined as the discrepancy between the short run technology 

production, QQ and the long run technology production (ie, the constant returns to 

scale) PP. Therefore, S can be specified as: 

Counter production is the situation in which the marginal products of factor 
services are negative. Tinbergen (1985) ooined this term when he faced the 
problem of negative marginal products for the blue oollar workers in United 
States while estimating a production function. In effect it is a situation of 
production decision on a positively sloped segment of the isoquant. 
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S = OBIOC 

AI locative efficiency, which is price dependent and defined related to the isocost line RR 

is represented by 

A= OAIOB 

Now, the total efficiency can be seen as the multiplicative identity of all these 

components, ie, 

OE = PTE . C . S . A 

lC, 

OE = (OA I OF) = (OD I OF) . (OC I OD) . (OBI OC) . (OA I OB) 

In the absenre of price information, the OE measure reduces to Overall Technical 

Efficiency (OTE), which can be defined as: 

OTE = (OBI OF) = (OD I OF) . (OC I OD) . (OB I OC) 

The frontier approach initiated by Farrell was essentially ooncemed with empirical 

matters and, in particular, with measurement (Button and Weyman-Jones, 1992). As 

Farrell (1957, p.11) himself states his interest was "to provide a satisfactory measure of 

productive efficiency ... and to show how it can be computed in practice." But keeping 

a more inquisitive mind to understand the determinants of efficiency along with its 

magnitude, Leibenstein putforth a more comprehensive conceptualisation of efficiency. 

2.2 The Concept of X-Efficiency 

Farrell (1957) and Leibenstein (1966) tried to explain why firms are not minimisingtheir 

costs. Farrell found the reason in total inefficiency which is the product of allocative and 

technical inefficiencies. Leibenstein, attributed the reason not only to the allocative and 

technical factors but to all the 'X' factors. Leibenstein (1966) pointed out that non-
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allocative inefficiencies also exist in the firms, which he called 'X'- Inefficiency. As a 

concept it is similar to the ooncept of technical inefficiency. But he remarked, there is 

nothing "technical" about the organisational inefficiencies in the firms. While similar in 

their orientation, there arc in fact important distindions in the economic theories 

underlying X-efficiency and technical efficiency (Button and Weyman-lones, 1992). As 

Leibenstein himself pointed out on several occasions: 

The ooncept of technical efficiency suggests that the problem is a technical one 

and has to do with the techniques of an input called management. Under X

efficiency, the basic problem is viewed as one that is intrinsic to the nature of 

human organisation, both organisation within the firm and organisation outside 

of the firm. (Leibenstein, 1977, p.312) 

X-efficiency is not the same thing as technical efficiency, since X-efficiency may 

arise for reasons outside the knowledge or capability of management attempting 

to do the managing ... In other words, it is not only a matter of techniques of 

management, or anything else "technical" in carrying out decisions, that is 

involved in X-efficiency. (Leibenstein, 1980, p.27) 

Formally, X-inefficiency can be defined as a situation in which a firm's total costs are not 

minimised because the actual output from given inputs is less than the maximum feasible 

level (Pearce,1992). The degree to which actual output is less than the maximum output 

(for given inputs) is the degree of X-inefficiency, and the increase in the output with the 

same inputs increases X-efficiency (Leibenstein, 1976). Blois (1974) suggested that it 

would seem that the degree of X-inefficiency present in a firm could be defined in terms 

of the ratio of the actual cost per unit of output to the theoretical minimum cost per unit 

of attaining that output, Aocepting this suggestion, Leibenstein (1976) stated that the 
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concept of X-efficiency is best expressed in value terms of both inputs and outputs2
• 

The enquiry into the causes of the variability in the level of performance of different 

firms using more or less same inputs led Leibenstein to the conclusion that there is 

nothing technical about the most substantial sources of non-allocative inefficiencies in 

firms. It seemed that no available concept, such as organisational inefficiency or 

motivational inefficiency, implied all the elements that could be involved m non

allocative inefficiencies. Leibenstein called it 'X' inefficiency. 

The X-inefficiency in finns, then, can arise due to many reasons like historical factors, 

motivational factors, organisational structure, inadequate "pressure" components, or a 

combination of all these factors generating an "inert area" of production in the firm. 

The identification of these factors and admittance of their influence on the production 

process allow us to make an analytical approach to the understanding of the institutional 

structure of production in the firm. 

Invariably, X-efficiency theory then, represents a line of reasoning based on certain 

postulates that differ from standard micro theory (l.eibenstein, 1987, 1985, 1980, 1979, 

1978a, 1978b, 1975). These basic postulates can be listed as: 

1. Relaxation of the maximising behaviour 

Non-optimal decisions are a basic cause of X-inefficiency in the production process of 

firms (l..cibcnstcin, 1985). It is assumed that some forms of decision making such as 

habits, conventions, moral imperatives, standard procedures, rules of thumb or 

emulation, can be and frequently are of a non-maximising nature. The reason is that 

they arc not based on careful calculation. 

2 Suppose a firm maximises output (in physical quantity terms) from given inputs 
but chooses to produce the wrong quantity. In that case also X-inefficiency exists 
and is better to express it in value terms. 
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2. Inertia 

It says that functional relations are surrounded by inert areas, within which changes in 

certain values of the independent variables do not result in changes of the dependent 

variables. 

3. Incomplete contracts 

The employment contract is incomplete in that the payment side is fairly well specified 

but the effort side remains mostly unspecified. 

4. Di:-Jctction 

Employees have effort discretion within certain boundaries, and the firm, through its top 

management, has discretion with respect to working conditions and some aspects of 

wages. 

Now with these postulates, X-efficiency concept can be better understood by the 

diagrammatic presentation in Figure 2.2.1 as given by Leibenstein (1987) himself. 

Employees have an incentive to move towards the minimum tolerated effort level (E) 

and the firm has the incentive to move towards the minimum-tolerated working

condition-wage level (W). These are represented on Y and X axes of the figure 

respectively. Since some variables are controlled by the firm and some by the workers, 

the problem turns to a standard game theoretic problem. The discretionary effort 

positions run from E 1 to En, E 1 < ... < Ei < ... < En and the discretionary wage-

options run from W 1 to Wri' W 1 < ... < Wi < ... < Wn. Then, E 1 and W 1 offers the 

Prisoner's Dilemma solution. But effort conventions and working-condition conventions 

will bring about a solution at point C. The circle surrounding the point represents the 

inert area surrounding the solution. This inert area resists any movement further 

through the 'mutual gain' line MG. And the distance between C and En Wn represents 

the degree of X-inefficiency in the system. 



Figure 2.2.1 Diagrammatic Presentation of X- Efficiency 
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2.3 Opening Up the Black Uox! 
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The X-efficiency paradigm gives us an alternative way of looking at the micro units for 

a better understanding of the transformation processes being carried out. It is mainly 
... 

facilitated by treating each individual in the firm as the basic Decision Making Unit 

(DMU). This micro-micro approach allows for 'intrafom analysis which enable us to 

explore and explain the organism and the metabbJic process in the firm in a closer and 

more effective way. It helps us to make a. more meaningful interfznn analysis. 

Abandoning the cost minimising assumption and taking many deviations from the neo

classical postulates, the X-efficiency paradigm tries to make a bold attempt to look into 

the 'black box' which has been kept closed for a long time. 
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The contrast of X-cfficicncy postulates to that of neoclassical can be summarised as in 

Table 2.3.1. 

Table 2.3.1 Comparison of X-Efficlency Theory with Neo-Classical Theory 

Postulates and Conventional General X-Ffficiency 

Basic Variables Micro TheoiY Theory 

1. Psychology 1. Maximization or minimization 1. Selective rationality 

2. Frrm activity contracts 2. Given 2. Incomplete 

3. Units 3. Households and firms 3. Individuals 

4. Effort 4. Assumed given 4. DiscretionaJ:Y variable 

5. Interpersonal interactions 5. None 5. Some 

6. Inert areas 6. None 6. Important variable 

7. Agent-principal 7. Identity of interests 7. Differential interests 

8. Market structure 8. Given 8. Depends on effort 

'). Motivntion 1). l111plidtly t:onKiant 9. Varbshle 

2.4 The Institutions and X-Efticiency 

By opening up the black box and looking into that, the X-efficiency paradigm tries to 

derive the intra firm behaviour as it is given in the follo'\N-ing schematic presentation. 

It says that the given environment (E) will imply a certain amount of pressure (Pr;), 

which in turn will imply a choice (Chi) of effort level, which in turn implies a certain 

translation of inputs into outputs (I'i), and this in turn implies a certain cost per unit 

The environment (E;) can be thought of as the institutional set-up outside the firm and 
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the institutional set-up within the firm. The inside institutional set up incorporates the 

organisational fo1m, the norms and the conventions in the firm? 

The organisational form wlll be characterised by the nature of ownership and the 

resulting contractual relationships. The nature (and in most cases the pattern also) of 

ownership is defined exogenous to the firm. Incompleteness is the peculiarity with the 

contractual relationships whatever be the nature of ownership. In contracts, the 

payment side is well specified but the effort level remains unspecified, or partially 

specified. This situation generates the principal - agent problem4
• The principal has to 

ensure the efforts of the agents by motivating them and avoiding the moral hazardss 

present in the firm. The tightness ofthe contractual relations (and the principal- agent 

relations) and the resulting 'pressure' in each firm will be defined by the nature and 

pattern of ownership of the firm. The norms, conventions and the 'pressure' define a 
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The institutional set up in a micro level organisation, we define, as a set of all 
institutional factors like the nature of ownership, contractual relations, norms, 
conventions etc within the firm. In simple words, it is the aggregation of all the 
ways in which the activities within a firm are organised. This conceptualisation 
of institutions is different from that of Leibenstein. He defined institutions as the 
conventions that go beyond the boundaries of the firm(Leibenstein,1986, p.9). 
But we call these conventions outside the firm as the institutional factors out of 
the firm. Now, both these inside and outside institutional factors together gives 
the complete picture of the Environment (Ei)· 
A norm is defined as some sort of a standard, without considering the extent to 
which others adhere to this standard, or whether different individuals expect 
others to adhere to this standard. On the other hand, by convention we mean a 
regularity of behaviour that has a high degree of adherence and a high degree of 
expectation that others will adhere to it (Leibenstein, 1984, p.264). 

Principal-agent problem arises when one person, the principal, hires an agent to 
perform tasks on his behalf; but mn not ensure that the agent performs them 
exactly the way the principal would like. The agent's performance may differ since 
the incentives of the agents differ from those of the principal. It is expensive to 
monitor the efforts of the agent and this expense constitutes a portion of 
transaction costs in the firm. 

Moral hazard is the presence of incentives for individuals to act in ways that 
incur crnts that they do not have to bear. 
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unique effort level in each finn, according to which the cost per unit in the finn is 

determined. 

In short, the institutional set up defines the e£fort level in the firm and the degree of X

efficiency. The inside-the -black box enquiry and the understanding of the role of 

institutions in determining the degree of X-efficiency enable us to make interfirm 

analysis more analytically. 

2.5 The Effort Levels, Inert Areas and X-efficiency 

The effort level is defined by pressure (Pri)• which comes either from the institutional 

setup outside the firm, like market, or from the nature and pattern of ownership of the 

firm. As the pressure builds up, more and more effort is put in the activities in the firm 

which results in the reduction of cost per unit. Essentially this increases the efficiency 

of the firm. This theoretical postulate is endorsed by a psychological law, known as 

Yerkes-Dodson Law, which says that at low pressure levels individuals will not put much 

effort into carefully calculating their decisions, but as pressure builds they move towards 

more maximising behaviour. At some point too much pressure can result m 

disorientation and a lower level of decision performance (Leibenstein, 1987). 

But the pressure for more effort input is resisted by the norms, conventions and the 

institutional set-up within the firm. A specific effort level is defined by the institutional 

arrangements and it creates an inert area. Leibenstein (1969, p.607) defines an inert 

area as "a set of effort positions whose associated levels of utility are not equal but in 

which the action required to go from a lower to a higher (effort) level involves a utility 

cost that is not compensated". This inert area is represented by the circle in Figure 

2.2.1. Therefore the question of increasing X-efficiency is to be answered by altering 

this inert area in such a way that the agents are made to put more effort. Then, the 

cost per unit can be reduced and the degree of X-inefficiency lessened. 
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In short, X-cfficicn<.,y theory and its paradigm points to the need o[ "pressures" which can 

and only can minimise the cost per unit (including transaction cost). The "pressure" 

clcmcul \.vhidt ui:1liugui:1ltc~ the X-cllidcnt.:y pamuigm hom the ucoclas~ical frame can 

be well illustrated by the following self-explaining figure: 

Figure 2.5.1 Neo-Classical and X-Efficiency View of Cost Minimisation . 

Neoclassical view 

..-
(Jl 

0 
u 

X- Efficiency view 

In short, the conceptualisation of efficiency done by Leibenstein provides a more 

comprehensive outlook towards the existence, nature and magnitude of non-maximising 

behaviour of 6 rms. The inquisitive approach of X -efficiency paradigm attempts to open 

up the black box so far kept closed. Much discussion has been carried out on the 

content of the box by sitting upon it without knowing what was there inside. Now, we 

are able to open it up and make a close watch on the process inside. The intra firm 

analysis which X-cfficicncy paradigm offers enable us to incorporate the institutional 

structure of production to the efficiency dimension. It facilitates more analytical and 

meaningful interfirm analysis which is extremely important when we want to talk about 

efficiency in relative terms. 
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Chapter 3 

X-EFFICIENCY: THE QUESTION OF ESTIMAtiON 

3.1 The Challenge 

Deviating from the basic postulates of mainstream economics, the X-efficiency hypothesis 

stated that firms do no optimise their output and there can be non allocative 

inefficiencies also within the firm. Then, the immediate ooncem was to measure the 

degree of X-inefficiency which \vas thought quite impractical. The reason is well 

expressed in the words of Button (1985, p.85) "the problem of the X-efficiency ooncept 

is that it focuses on relationships that are essentially unobservable. Traditional economic 

methodology, involving the establishment of testable hypothesis, is particularly difficult 

to apply in such circumstances. Leibenstein himself tends to rely upon casual empiricism 

and cites a series of ad hoc case studies, examples and impressionistic findings to support 

his stance". It was because of this reason that the X-efficiency paradigm remained 

unexploited for years. 

3.2 Frontier :Measurement: The Solution 

The recognition of the frontier concept of production function at par with the ooncept 

of X-efficient production and the possibility of its measurement !!fiVe life to the 

measurement of the latter. For the last 12 years many works have been done on its 

measurement proving the existence, nature and magnitude of X-cfficiency. The literature 

suggests different methods of the frontier measure of X-effieiency which can be 

taxonomised into (l) Parametric Stochastic Frontier Estimation, (2) Non-parametric 

Programming and (3) Parametric Programming. A brief explanation of these methods 

are following. 



3.2.1 Parametric Stochastic Prontier Estimation 

This econometric approach is based on specifying a stochastic production function. As 

Bauer (1990, p.4) explains, "it makes a parametric representation of technology along 

with a two-part composed error term. One part is statistical noise, generally assumed 

to follow a normal distribution. The other part represents inefficiency and is assumed 

to follow a particular one sided distribution". These one sided distributions can be half

normal, exponential, truncated normal or two-parameter gamma. 

The parameters of the production function arc estimated using regression techniques. 

The residuals are decomposed into an unobservable random component and an 

'inefficiency' component. The magnitude of this inefficiency component ie, the non

noise component of the error term gives the measure of X-inefficiency. 

Pointing to the limitations of this method, it is argued that estimation of an explicit 

functional form imposes unwarranted structure on the technology [Sengupta (1987a), 

Banker and Maindiratta (1986)). Similarly the choice of a distribution for the efficiency 

residuals is usually arbitrary, guided mainly by its computational tractability. Schmidt 

and Lin (1984) have shown that statistical efficiency comparisons are not invariant to the 

choice of the distribution. 

3.2.2 Non-Parametric Programming 

The non-parametric programming approach, also known as Data Envelopment Analysis 

(DE/\), proceeds by const meting the convex hull of observed input-output observations 

kH a given set of linns or organisations, under different assumptions about free 

disposability and returns to scale. It is non-parametric in the sense that it does not 
'· 

assume that the underlying technology ''belongs to a certain class of functions of a 

specific functional form which depend on a finite number of parameters, such as the 

well-known Cobb-Douglas functional form"(Diewert and Parkan, 1983, p.131). It is "non-
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statistical" in the sense that it makes no explicit assumption on the probability 

distribution of errors in the production function (Sengupta, 1987a). 

3.2.3 Parametric Programming 

In this method, a deterministic linear programme is used to estimate a frontier 

technology (Fare, Grosskopf and Lovell, 1985). Its main difference from the non

parametric programming is that the parametric technology is smooth, while its non

parametric counterpart is piecewise linear. But this method is constrained by many 

limitations, which make it of limited applicability IForsund and Hjalmarsson (1979), 

Forsund and Jansen (1977), Aigner and Chu (1968)]. 

3.3 Data Envelopment Analysis (DFA) 

3.3.1 Definition 

Built on the earlier work of Farrell (1957), DEA is based on an engmeenng like 

approach, comparing a set of outputs to a set of inputs, common to all DMUs. The 

model determines, for each DMU, a set of virtual multipliers or factor weights, such that 

the ratio of weighted outputs to weighted inputs for that DMU is maximised. This ratio 

becomes the DMU's relative efficiency measure. 

DEA uses a linear programme based technique to arrive at this efficiency ratio which 

has the interpretation of X-efficiency. In the programming method, DEA floats a 

piecewise linear surface to the rest on the top of the observations. The facets of the 

hyperplane define the efficiency frontier, and the degree of inefficiency is quantified and 

partitioned by a series of matrices that measure various distances from the hyperplane 

and its facets (Seiford and Thrall, 1990). 

In other words, DEA algorithm calculates an ex-post measure of how efficient each 
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observation was in converting inputs to outputs. This is accomplished by the 

construction of an empirically-based frontier, by evaluating each observation against 

other~ which arc indutlctl in the Jata ~ct. The frontier can he oriented for protluction; 

specifying maximum possible output given the inputs, or minimum inputs required given 

the output or can be oriented for cost; describing minimum cost of producing certain 

outputs or can be oriented for profit; describing the maximum profit attainable, given 

outputs, input prices and technology. Charnes, Cooper, Lewin and Seiford (1993), Bauer 

(1990), Lovell and Schmidt (1988), Schmidt (1986), Fare, Grosskopf and Lovell (1985), 

Kopp (1981), and Forsund, Lovell and Schmidt (1980) give different frontier models 

possible with DEA. 

For a cross section of Z firms, DEA generates Z sets of weights such that the ratio of 

output to inputs collapses to a summary, scalar measure of productive efficiency for each 

firm. The constraints in the programme ensure that the efficiency index has an intuitive 

interpretation in the closed interval [0, lJ. If the index is unity, a firm is relatively 

efficient or best-practice. A value less than unity indicates a firm is inefficient relative 

to peer organisations. 

3.3 .2 The Advantage 

Many studies like Banker et al (1986) conclude that DEA has been proved particularly 

adept in unoovering relationships that remain hidden for other methodologies. Seiford 

and Lawrence (1990) gives the bibliography of different works done using DEA. DEA 

presents a measure of efficiency for each firm which allows for intrafirm performance 

evaluation. This advantage of DEA makes it preferable to the regression techniques, 

in which a single set of parameters is generated for the entire data set. Moreover, this 

non-parametric approach imposes no functional form on production and technology. It 

handles multiple outputs; an9 qualitative as well as quantitative data can be used as 

inputs and oonstraints. Again, DEA allows for the use of real and physical values at the 

same time as outputs and inputs, since the objective is not to estimate the functional 
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p;uaurclcr~. but a tdativc mca:mrc of pcrfonttuncc. 

J.J.J The MoJcl 1 

Based on the Farrell's measure of efficiency, Chames, Cooper and Rhodes (1979, 1978) 

formulated the fractional form of DEA as following: 

Let there be Z firms producing same outputs (Yi> i = 1, ... , t) by using similar inputs 

(X~» k = l, ... , m), then, the fractional mathematical programme can be written as: 

.MAX 

m 
~ wh. xkp 

k=1 
(3.3.3.1) 

subject to Z "less-than-unity" constraints, 

t m 
0 ~ :E V,. Y,·c I :E Wk Xkc ~ 1 

i=1 k=l 

c = 1, ... ,p, ... 'z 

and; Vi, W k > 0 V i and k 

The efficiency score generated by the programme is consistent with a frontier 

interpretation of performance. A score of unity implies that observed and potential 

performances coincide. In this case the firm is said to be best-practice. Where observed 

performance is lower than potential a firm receives a less than unity efficiency. This 

The discussion in this part is based on Ganley and Cubbin (1992). 
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implies that its performance is poorer than that of some of its peer organisations and 

so it is relatively inefficient. 

Because of its int ractablc non-linear and non-convex properties, this fractional 

programme was not used for oomputations (Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes, 1978). 

Charncs and Cooper had (1973, 1962) transformed it into a linear programme which now 

has two orientations: the output orientation, which computes the output efficiency of the 

firms and; the input orientation, which computes the input efficiency. In line with all 

linear programmes, each has two components: primal and dual. 

The Primal 

The primal of linear programme of output orientation can then be written as: 

t 
1\tl.AX .E V. Y 
vi \Vk i=l • 'P 

subject to 

t m 
~ v. Y < ~ wk xkct 

i=l I 1C k=l 

m 
.E \Vk xkp = 1 

k=l 

c = t, ... ,p, ... ,z 

Similarly, the input oriented linear programme can be expressed as: 

(3.3.3.2) 

(3.3.3.3) 
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subject to 

Ill 
~ W~c xkc > ~ vi Y io• c = t, .... ,p, ..... z 

k=t i=l 

t 
I: 

i=1 
v. y = 1 

l 'P 

and vit wk > 0 v i and k 

The strict positivity assumption on weights was introdured by Charnes, Cooper and 

Rhodes (1979) such that 

wk > f;, k = 1, ... , m 

vi > E, 1= 1 .... , t 

where sis an infinitesimal or non-Archimedean constant usually of the order 10-5 or 10-6
• 

They were introduced into the primal because under certain circumstances 1978 model 

implies unity-efficiency ratings in the fractional programme for firms with non-zero slack 

variables such that further improvements in performance remained feasible. 

The Dual 

Now, as for any linear programme, we can form the dual for both the output oriented 

<ttul tit£'. iuJ'III 111 it·ukd ptilllilll1. 'llw dual ollhe output otit-~ulctl ptogHUIIIIIC b CXfHCMMctl 

as the minimisation of quantities of them inputs required to meet stated levels of the 

t outputs. ie, 
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(3.3.3.2*) 

subject to 

z 
yip + si = :8 YicA. C1 i=1, ... , t 

c=1 

and; 

Ac ;::: 0, c - t, ... ,p, ... ,z 

sk ;:: 0, k = 1, ... , m 

S; ;::: 0, I = l, ... ,t 

with hP unronstrained; and E is an infinitesimal (or non- Archimedean) constant 

analogous to that used in the primal (Charnes ·and Cooper, 1984). The pth branch is 

relatively efficient, iff, 

h * = l and Sk* = S* = 0 'if k and i p I 

where * indicates the optimal values of the variables in the dual programme. 

A diagrammatic presentation of the dual can be made with the help of Figure 3.3.3.1. 

The frontier for comparison is the lower convex hull of the possibility set in the figure. 

A branch is technically efficient in its use of inputs if no other branch, or linear 

combination of branches, is producing equal amounts of outputs for less of atleast one 

input. This definition is equivalent to the formal efficiency conditions from the dual as 

given above. 
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Figure 3.3.3.1 The Dual Technology 
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The Figure 3.3.3.1 illustrates a hypothetical frontier technology based on 5 firms 

(G,F,B,E and D) producing a single output Y from two inputs X 1 and X2• Firms G, F 

and E, lying on the frontier, are best practice.. This implies that no other branch or 

linear combination of branches can be identified producing the same level of output for 

less of either of both inputs. These branches have unity efficiency ratios and zero slacks 

in the solution to the dual. Branches B and D are inefficient relative to frontier 

performance. That is, for the same level of output it is possible to find a firm, or a 

linear oombination of firms, which are using less of atleast one of the inputs. For the 

firm B, a linear combination of firms E and F is producing at least as much output as 

B with less of X1 and X2• The firms E and F can be called the peer group; for the firm 

B since. they provide the blueprints to improve performance for firm B. It is because, 

other thing; being equal, they are likely to be implementing supeno_r managerial 

procedures. 

From the model (3.3.3.2*) it is clear that there are constraints on inputs and outputs in 

the duaL The input constraints define a radial contraction in inputs given by the ratio 

hP *,with the additional reductions given by the non-zero input slack variables, Sk *, k = 

1, ... , m. The output constraints do not include a radial adjustment and arc only of 
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importance in so far as any of the optimal output slacks S;*, i = 1, ... , t, are non-zero. 

In Figure 3.3.3.1, the solution for firm B has all input and output slacks equal to zero. 

However, firm D has a non-zero slack on the input X1. The efficiency ratio for D is 

OCIOD which defines an initial radial contraction in both inputs. However, at the point 

C, firm E is producing the same output for less of X1 and the same amount of X2 • 

Hence D is not fully efficient until it reduces its consumption of X 1 by the horizontal 

distance c to E. This distance is given by a non-zero slack S1 in the final solution of the 

dual for firm D. 

In computation, the dual programme is more tractable than the primal. In the primal, 

the constraints are indexed on all Z firms. By contrast, in the dual the constraints are 

indexed on inputs and outputs and summed over firms. The number of inputs and 

outputs is never likely to exceed the number of firms. Philips, Ravindran and Solberg 

(1976) have shown that the computational efficiency of the simplex method falls with 

increase in the size of the constraint set. Hence, the dual programme with only (m+t) 

constraints on inputs and outputs is computed in preference to its primal with Z 

constraints. 

Similarly, the output maximisation dual of the input minimisation can be expressed as: 

subject to 

z 
~.Yip + S; = ~ A.c Y;" 1 = 1, ... , t 

c=1 

z 
Xkp - Sk = ~ A.c Xw k=l, ... ,m 

c=l 

(3.3.3.3*) 
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and; 

Ac ~ 0, c= l, ... ,p, ... ,Z 

sk ~ 0, k= l, ... , m 

s. ~ 0, I - l, ... ,t 
1 

with ~ unconstrained. 

Again the dual is the programme used in the computation of the efficiency ratio, 

although in this case it determines the output efficiency of a firm p for a given set of 

inputs. 

3.3.4 The Question of Returns to Scale2 

The DEA model presented above, as derived by Charncs, Cooper and Rhodes (1979, 

1978) made the assumption of constant returns to scale. It constructs a constant returns 

to frontier by identifying that branch that maximises the ratio of output to input. This 

ratio can be interpreted as the maximum average productivity and denotes the scale 

efficient firm since it is consistent with a position of constant returns to scale. 

In Figure 3.3.4.1, firm K (on the frontier) maximises average productivity. A ray drawn 

from the origin to any of the remaining firms (J or G) would have a lower slope and 

would not maximise average productivity, i.e. (Y JSK) > (Yj'X.:_), c = K. A constant 

returns to scale frontier is therefore an unbounded ray beginning at the origin and 

passing through a point of maximum average productivity such as at firm K. Here K is 

scale efficient and has a unit weight in the constraints, i.e. A. K* = l. The ray OCRS can 

be called the "Ray of Unboundedness"[Banker, Charnesand Cooper(1984)J. 

2 The discussion on returns to scale is followed from Banker (1984). 
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Figure 3.3.4.1 Average Productivity and Returns to Scale 
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Banker (1984) pointed out that the weight on the best practice can be used as an 

indicator of the returns to scale. That is, 

A *bp < 1 - IRS (Increasing Returns to Scale) 

CRS (Constant Returns to Scale) 

DRS (Decreasing Returns to Scale) 

For multiple inputs and outputs several firms may be scale efficient on atleast one 

variable such that the Banker scale indicator would be the sum of the optimal weights 

on each of those firms; i.e. 

z 
I A/ < 1 -c=l 

IRS (Increasing Returns to Scale) 

z 
! A * l -c=1 c 

CRS (Constant Returns to Scale) 

z 
! A. * > l ~ 

c=1 c 
DRS (Decreasing Returns to Scale) 



The over restrictive assumption of constant returns to seale made the Farrell/ Charnes

Cooper model unpopular. It compelled the economists to continue with the statistical 

procedures. 

Later, Banker (1984) revised the programme of Charnes et al (1979, 1978) to permit the 

estimation of technologies which allow returns to scale to vary over the production 

surface. It was made possible by adding one more constraint that the weights on firms 

sum to unity. This new oonstraint ensures that the frontier is composed of multiple 

convex linear combinations of best practice where dominance is now more weakly 

defined to include regions of increasing and decreasing returns. Since increasing and 

decreasing returns are possible, the frontier may include scale inefficient operations. It 

is better understood by Figure 3.3.4.2. 

Figure 3.3.4.2 The Varying Returns to Scale Technology 
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In Pigurc 3.3.4.2, firms such as B (with increasing returns to scalc)and D and E (with 

decreasing returns to scale) which neverthless are technically efficient for given scale. 

The result is a piecewise linear frontier ABCDE. The returns to scale vary from facet 

to facet each of which represents the solution to a oonstraint in the dual. For 

combinations of input and output lower than the scale efficient finn, eg. along the facet 

BC, there are increasing returns; facets reflecting higher levels of production have 

decreasing returns to scale. The scale eUicient firm Cis included in both the VRS and 

the CRS frontiers and indeed represents the point of intersection of the two. 

Now, the full revised programme of Banker (1984) can be presented as: 

subject to 

z 
Xkp. hP- Sk = ~ Xkc A c• k=l, ... ,m 

e=l 

z 
Yip+ si = ~ Y ic A~ i=t, ... , t 

c=l 

and~ 

A c ~ 0, c = l, ... ,p, .. ,,Z 

sk ~ 0, k = l, ... , m 

si ~ o, i = t, ... ,t 

(3.3.41) 

where, A c are the weights on firms, Skare the input slacks, Si are the output slacks. 
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With CRS and VRS results before them Grosskopf and Valdmanis (1987) argue that the 

CRS technology should be interpreted as reflecting long run performancX! possibilities. 

Analogusly, the VRS assumption indicates feasible attainment in the short run. On this 

basis t~c long run CRS adjustment costs will be greater than those suggested by the VRS 

technology. The CRS targets are effective adjustments towards long run equilibria, i.e., 

the minimum point of a U shaped average cost curve. In the short run even the best 

practire costs will be greater than those attainable in the long run and so VRS cost 

adjustments will be smaller than their CRS counterparts. 

Given the CRS and VRS efficiency scores, l~ngan et al (1988) proposed their ratio as 

an indicator of scale efficiency (S), i.e., 

s. = CRS. I VRS. 
l l l 

Scale efficiency is discussed more in Chapter 4; Section 4.8. 

3.4 X-Efficiency, Inert Areas and DFA 

Leibenstein's inquired into the reasons of performance differentials between firms 

producing same output(s) by consuming more or less same inputs. This led him to the 

concepualisation of X-efficiency and the inert area. An inert area may be formed out 

of the organisational form and the resulting institutional factors inside and outside the 

firm. It is this inert area which prevents the firm to achieve the potential output from 

the given inputs. Now, DEA facilitates, by an efficiency score, a quantitative guide to 

the inert area. This in turn facilitates not only the measurement of the magnitude of X

(in )efficiency but also identification of the factors behind inefficiency. 
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Chapter 4 

ESTIMATION OF X-EFFICIENCY IN STATE TRANSPORT UNDERTAKINGS IN 
INDIA USING DATA ENVEWPMENT ANALYSIS (DFA) 

4.1 The Context 

Public sector in India has always been accused of inefficiency. Both policy makers and 

academicians have expressed their concern over it [Bhoothalingam (1993), Bhagwati 

(1993), Jalan (1991), Marathe (1989), Bardhan (1984)]. To a large extent the 

inefficiency in public sectors was 'justi tied" by the service objective of the public sector. 

But we cannot find that sort of a justification for the inefficiency in the use of different 

lnputs in these public units. State Transport Undertakings (STUs) in India are no 

exception. 

In India State Transport Undertakings are organised in three different ways: (1) 

Departmental Undertakings (2) Corporations~ and (3) Companies. Each organisational 

form is c~aracterised by varying government control in such a way that, autonomy 

increases from departmental undertakings to Companies. Each organisational form sets 

different institutional set up in these STUs which intum forms a particular environment 

in them. This environment exerts different "pressure" levels upon the agents and their 

effort level varies accordingly. Lack of adequate pressure leads to lower levels of effort 

for human inputs which result in excess usage or wastage of non-human inputs also since 

production is a process in which all the inputs are interacting and interdependent. All 

these together result in the non-maximising behaviour of the STUs causing X-efficiency 

not only to exist~ but to persist. 

There has been many attempts to measure the performance of different Transport 

undertakings in India. The studies like Bagade and Paranjpe (1994), Mariamma (1993), 

Misra and Nandagopal ( 1991). Arora (1987), Chand (1982), Rao (1982), Vijayakumar 



(1982), Bagade (1981), Ibrahim (1978), Prakash (l977), Keshava (1972), Jayadevadas 

(1971), Pitlai (1956), Collins (1949), Ramanadhan (1948) attempted to measure the 

performance of different state transport undertakings. They all used conventional 

measures like different input productivities, capacity utilisation, profitability, return on 

asset etc. for their assessment. 

None of these studies seems to have measured the magnitude of X-efficiency in the 

STUs, which would have been more enlightening to cnqui re into the nature and causes 

of inefficiency. Now, we try to measure the X-efficiency in these STUs using the frontier 

measurement technique. Data envelopment Analysis (DEA) is used to make the frontier 

measurement which can provide relative measure of X-efficiency in these STUs. 

4.2 The Data 

The study is based on the cross section data of diUerent STUs for the year 1994--95. 

The data was collected from the "State Transport Undertaking: Profile and Performance" 

published by Central Institute of Road Transport Undertakings (CIRT) for the 

Association of State Road Transport Undertakings. \Ve confine the study to STUs 

conducting mofussil services for the sake of uniformity in demand and road conditions. 

The data for the thirty STUs analysed are given in the Appendix I. 

4.3 The Variables 

4.3.1 Output 

We have considered two different output concepts, viz, Passenger Kilometers (PK) and 

Seat Kilometers (SK)both in Lakhs. 

Seat Kilometers is obtained by multiplying the effective kilometers (i.e.,the kilometers 

actually operated for the purpose of earning revenue) by the weighted average seating 

capacity. This is the total output offered to the public. 
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Passenger kilometers represents the volume of traHic in terms of carrying capacity 

kilometers actually occupied. It is the sum total of the length of journeys performed by 

all the passengers carried. This gives the total output actually used by the public. 

4.3.2 Inputs 

\Ve have used Seven input variables as listed below: 

1. Capital and liabilities (in Crores) 

It includes the net fixed assets, current assets and current liabilities. 

2. No. of buses held 

It represents the total number of buses held by the Undertaking at a particular 

point of time. 

3. Fuel Consumption (HSD consumed in kilotlitres) 

It is the total quantity of fuel (HSD Oil) consumed by the buses for the 

performance of total kilometers. 

4. Material Cost other than for fuel (in Lakhs) 

It includes the variable costs for the operations other than the costs for fuel. 

5. No. of Traffic Staff 

Traffic staff includes drivers, conductors, checkers, bus station staff and traffic 

supervisory staff. 

6. No. of \Vorkshop Staff 

It includes the repairs and maintenance staff~ and other staff not included in any 

other category. 

7. No. of Administrative Staff 

It includes the staff for personnel, accounts, Audit, Stores, Planning, Legal, 

Training and public relations. 

The detailed definitions and explanations of these variables are given in the Appendix 

II. 
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4.4 The DFA Model Used 

The analysis is done by models assuming constant returns to scale and varying returns 

to scale. The analysis assuming CRS is ba.<;ed on the input minimisation dual programme 

as developed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978). The general form of the model, 

which can consider multitple inputs is given in (3.3.3.3*). But the analysis uses only one 

ouput variable. 

subject to 

z 
xkp. hp- sk = :E xkc A~ k=l, ... ,m 

c=l 

z 
y + s. = 2J Yic A d' i = l, ... , 

.'P I 

c=1 

and; 

Ac ~ 0, c = l, ... ,p, ... ,Z 

sk ~ 0; k= l, ... , m 

s. ~ 0, I - l, ... , t 
I 

(3.3.3.3*) 

t 

with hP unoonstrained; and E is an infinitesimal (or non- Archimedean) constant 

analogous to that used in the primal (Charnes and Cooper, 1984). the pth firm is 

relative! y efficient, iff, 

h * = 1 and Sk* = S.* = 0 V k and i p I 

where * is the optimal values of the variables in the dual programme. 
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The analysis assuming VRS is based on the Banker (1984)programme which came as a 

revision to the Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes programme(1978). It is given by: 

(3.3.4.1) 

subject to 

z 
y + s. = lj y ic A. d' i = 1 ..... t 

'~' ' c= 1 

and~ 

A. c ~ 0, c = l, ... ,p .... ,Z 

sk > o. k = 1 ..... m 

si > o. i = t ..... t 

where, A. c are the weights on firms, Sk are the input slacks, Si are the output slacks. 

Again, the pth firm is relatively efficient, iff, 

b * = 1 and S~r* = S.* = 0 V k and i p l 

The dual programme is preferred to the pimalfor computation purpose since it is more 

tractable than the primal. The dual programme has only (m+t) constraints on inputs 

and outputs where the primal has Z, the number o[ firms, as constraints. Computational 

efficiency of the simplex method increases with decrease in the size of the constraint set. 
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4.5 The Estimation 

The estimation was carried out with the software IDEAS (Integrated Data Envelopment 

Analysis System) Version 5.1.15 specifically developed for Data Envelopment Analysis. 

Analysis was conducted first on the model in which Passenger kilometer was taken as the 

output. As this output concept was not consistent with the public sector objective, it was 

changed in the subsequent analysis into seat kilometers. 

Again, the estimation used the model (3.3.3.3*) which assumes constant returns to scale 

(CRS) and the model (3.3.4.1) which allows for varying returns to scale (VRS). 

Grosskopf and Valdmanis (1987) argue that the CRS technology should be interpreted 

as reflecting long run performance possibilities. Analogously, the VRS assumption 

indicates feasible attainment in the short run. On this basis the long run CRS 

adjustments will be greater than those suggested by the VRS technology. The CRS 

targets are effectively adjustments towards long run equilibria, i.e., the minimum point 

of a U shaped average cost curve. As a result, more firms will be termed relatively 

inefficient under the CRS assumption. 

For the cross section of 30 STUs, DEA generates 30 efficiency indices in the closed 

interval [0, 1]. If the index is unity, a firm is relatively efficient or best-practice. A value 

less than unity indicates that a firm is inefficient relative to peer organisations. Again, 

the efficiency index can be split into two: 

(1) theta (0): It gives the radial reduction m inputs possible in order to obtain the 

projected input values 

(2) iota ( t): It measures the proximity of the data point to the facet of the piecewise 

linear envelopment surface, equal to the total weighted distance between obsetved and 

the projected points, standardised by inputs. In other words, it measures the radial 



contraction possible plus the additional reduction in the use of input(s), if there is a 

slack of that input. Both these measure will be of value 1 for efficient firms. These 

measures can be clearly understood from Figure 4.5.1 

Figure 4.5.1 Radial Contraction Path and Slack 
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In the figure, for the inefficient finn E to be rated efficient, it should make a radial 

contraction of inputs X1 and Xz to D; plus a reduction in the use of input X1 to reach 

C. The radial contraction is measured by theta (0) and this radial contraction plus 

additional reduction in input(s) is given by iota ( t ). 

Along with the efficiency scores DEA identifies the peer group and the extent of their 

influence on each firm under analysis. The peer group for the efficient firms will be 

those firms itself. For the inefficient firms, there will be a set of efficient firms as peer 
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group, from whom they can accept the 'blue prints' to achieve efficiency. 

Apart from these efficiency scores and identification of peer groups, DEA reports the 

magnitude of inefficiency of each input. It is obtained by the difference in the actual 

input usage and the required input usage for the firm to be rated efficient. Again, DEA 

helps us to understand the magnitude of excess in each input even after the radial 

reduction is made possible in their usage. It will indicate the extra reduction required 

in the usage of those specified inputs. 

4.6 X-Efficiency in STU s: Magnitude and Its Partitioning 

The DEA estimation taking Passenger Kilometer as output gives us the frightening 

picture of existing X-inefficiency in the STUs. Assuming varying returns to scale (VRS), 

the measure of X-Efficiency that we get is presented in Table 4.6.1. 

The results indicate that out of the 30 STUs, only 3 are rated relatively efficient~ and all 

the rest 27 are rated inefficient. NBSTC, DCTC and KDTC are the efficient STUs and 

they have the efficiency score equal to 1. Again out of the 27 inefficient STUs, eight 

should cut down their input consumption below 10% of their present consumption, to 

be rated efficient. For all the inefficient STUs there exists difference between iota and 

theta which indicate that even after the proportional reduction there are slacks in certain 

inputs. 

From the table it can be observed that KSRTC is a relatively inefficient STU as its 

efficiency scores are different from l. Its iota and theta scores are .t1289 and .08597 

respectively. These scores say that for KSRTC to be rated efficient, it should make a 

radial reduction of inputs to 11.28% of its current level. Along with that, additional 

reductions in certain inputs are also required. Altogether KSRTC has to reduce its input 

usage to 8.6% of its current usage, to be rated efficient. 



Table 4.6.1 X-Efficiency Scores of STUs When Output is 
Passenger Kilometers and VRS is Assumed. 

No. STU 

1 MSR.TC* 
2 APSRTC* 
3 KnSRTC* 
4 GSRTC* 
5 UPSRTC* 
6 RSRTC* 
7 STHAR@ 
8 KSRTC* 
9 MPSRTC* 

10 STPJB@ 
11 PRC# 
12 CTC# 
13 PRTC* 
14 NBSTC* 
15 OSRTC* 
16 DCTC# 
17 TTC# 
18 JTC# 
19 KTC# 
20 TPTC# 
21 ATC# 
22 CRC# 
23 !v1PTC# 
24 PATC# 
25 MGRTC# 
26 RMTC# 
27 Nl'C# 
28 ASTC# 
29 SBSTC* 
30 KDTC# 

Source: DEA Results 

iota 

.02094 

.02197 

.03434 

.04180 

.04613 

.07184 

.07744 

.08597 

.12962 

.33688 

.38478 

.43987 

.42091 
1.00000 
.46165 
1.00000 
.44467 
.66088 
.65942 
.45871 
.66160 
.66273 
.82691 
.59958 
.86489 
.68009 
.96743 
.75920 
.98553 

1.00000 

theta 

.02832 

.02704 

.04040 

.07003 

.07486 

.08802 

.11296 

.11289 

.13142 

.33861 

.39341 

.44322 

.42228 
1.00000 
.46640 
1.00000 
.4491l 
.66780 
.66404 
.46104 
.66596 
.66858 
.83770 
.60288 
.87352 
.68634 
.97551 
.76554 
.99270 
1.00000 

The use of passenger kilometers as output of STUs can be criticised from many angles. 
First of all, the public transport system is not supposed to operate only in the routes in 
which there is a passenger rush. It is also operating in routes with low passenger density 
with the social objective to provide service. Therefore, it is not the total number of 
passengers carried, but a measure of aggregate service offered is to be taken as output. 
Secondly, the calculation of passenger kilometers is done by dividing the total number 
of passengers carried by the average fare per kilometer. Since all STUs are following 
non-linear price structure, the cakulation of passenger kilometer reduces to au 
approximation. 
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To avoid all these problems, seat kilometers is taken as output. The results of DEA 

over this renewed output concept; and assuming varying returns to scale give us the 

results as presented in Table 4.6.2. 

Table 4.6.2 X-Efficiency Scores of STUs When Output is 
Seat Kilometers and VRS is Assumed. 

No. STU iota theta 

1 MSRTC* 1.00000 1.00000 
2 i\PSRTC* l.OOOOO 1.00000 
3 KnSRTC* .84398 .89201 
4 GSRTC* 1.00000 1.00000 
5 UPSRTC* .71474 .86204 
6 RSRTC* 1.00000 1.00000 
7 STHAR@ 1.00000 1.00000 
8 KSRTC* .67983 .77566 
9 MPSRTC* .41484 .76087 

.10 STPJB@ 1.00000 1.00000 
11 PRC# .82518 .84490 
12 CTC# .85699 .93889 
13 PRTC* .87791. .88577 
14 NBSTC* 1..00000 1.00000 
15 OSRTC* .76656 .78750 
16 DCTC# .96666 .97698 
17 TTC# 1.00000 1.00000 
18 JTC# .89779 .96395 
19 KTC# .85865 .86594 
20 TPTC# .86550 .87275 
21 ATC# .89166 .89537 
22 CRC# .75618 .82234 
23 MPTC# .97575 .98979 
24 PATC# 1.00000 1.00000 
25 MGRTC# 1.00000 1.00000 
26 RMTC# 1.00000 1.00000 
27 NTC# 1.00000 1.00000 
28 ASTC# 1.00000 1.00000 
29 SBS'f'C* .73666 .99270 
30 KDTC# 1.00000 1.00000 

Source: DEA Results 

\Vith the new measure of output, the efficiency scores of all the STUs go up resulting 

in the identification of 11 more STUs as efficient. Now, the total number of efficient 

firms amounts up to 14. The least efficient STU is MPSRTC which has the lowest 
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efficiency score of .41484. It asks MPSRTC to reduce the input usage to 41.5% of its 

current level. KSRTC stands second in the inefficiency ranking with an efficiency score 

of .67983. It tells that 32% of the current input usage in KSRTC is unnecessary. 

The sensitivity of the efficiency score to the output measure invariably leads to the fact 

that all the STUs are operating services without regard to the earning aspect. Now, with 

the Seat Kilometers as output we get the efficiency scores which are consistent with the 

public sector motive and the existing routes and service pattern. 

The VRS assumption indicates feasible attainment only in the short run. By assuming 

CRS, the adjustment costs become greater than those suggested by the VRS technology 

since CRS reflects long run performance possibilities. Therefore, the efficiency scores 

of the STUs turns to be smaller (which means larger reductions in the input usage). 

It is clear from the efficiency scores obtained from the DEA of STUs assuming Constant 

Returns to Scale (CRS). Table 4.6.3 presents those scores. 

With the assumption of CRS, the number of efficient firms reduces to 5. Even the STUs 

rated efficient under the VRS assumption, now have to make adjustments in the inputs 

to be efficient in the long run perspective. KSRTC, which had the second lowest 

efficiency score under the VRS assumption now has an efficiency score without much 

difference. It is asked to cut dow the input usage only to 67.6% of the current level; and 

this requirement under VRS ao;;sumption was 67.9%. The little difference in these 

efficiency scores leads us to the conclusion that KSRTC is scale efficient in its 

operations. This aspect is discussed more in section 4.8. 
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Table 4.6.3 X-Efl'iciency Scores of STU s When Output is 
Seat Kilometers and CRS is Assumed. 

No. STU 

1 MSRTC* 
2 APSRTC* 
3 KnSRTC* 
4 GSRTC* 
5 UPSRTC* 
6 RSRTC* 
7 STHAR@ 
8 K~RTC* 
9 MPSRTC* 

10 STPJB@ 
l1 PRC# 
12 CTC# 
13 PRTC* 
14 NBSTC* 
15 OSRTC* 
16 DCTC# 
17 TTC# 
18 JTC# 
19 KTC# 
20 TPTC# 
21 ATC# 
22 CRC# 
23 MPTC# 
24 PATC# 
25 MGRTC# 
26 RMTC# 
27 NTC# 
28 ASTC# 
29 SBSTC* 
30 KDTC# 

Source: DEA Results 

4.7 Identification of Peer Groups 

iota 

.58060 

.63342 

.57907 
1.00000 
.79136 
.67016 

1.00000 
.67664 
.36764 
.81471 
.78731 
.81392 
.81650 
.55419 
.39274 
.93306 

1.00000 
.89661 
.85467 
.83095 
.86694 
.81330 
.94775 
.93332 

1.00000 
1.00000 
.84114 
.87623 
.26817 
.39759 

theta 

.85799 

.92158 

.75237 
1.00000 

.85845 

.97310 
1.00000 

.70882 

.75420 

.81657 

.79396 

.84127 

.85685 

.80459 

.69132 

.97514 
1.00000 

.90246 

.861l8 

.86132 

.88409 

.81411 

.98118 

.95266 
1.00000 
1.00000 

.85948 

.89665 

.52396 

.60546 

In the linear programming formulation, the efficient firms form a referent set for 

calculating the performance scores of the non-efficient firms. For each firm which is a 

non-optimal performer. one or more firms similar in operational capabilities are 

identified, and the actual proportion by which each such optimal or efficient firm 
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influences one whid1 is non-optimal is given. The efficient firms have only themselves 

as fully dominating referent set. 

The identification of peer group helps to recognise the firms with the same level of 

operation and still performing well. From those efficient firms, the non-efficient firms 

can borrow 'blue prints' of managerial techniques to improve their efficiency. The peer 

groups for the inefficient STUs under the VRS assumption are listed in table 4.7.1. 

Table 4.7.1 Inefficient firms and their peer Groups Under VRS Assumption 

Inefficient STU 

3 KnSRTC* 

5 UPSRTC* 

8 KSRTC* 
9 MPSRTC* 

11 PRC# 

12CTC# 

13 PRTC* 

15 OSRTC* 

16DCTC# 

18 JTC# 

19KTC# 
20 TPTC# 

21 ATC# 

22CRC# 

23 1\,fPTC# 

29 SBSTC* 

Peer Group 

GSRTC*(.80475) RSRTC*(.l9525) 

GSRTC*(.59498) MGRTC#(.40502) 

TTC#(.51726 GSRTC*( .13824 )STP ill@( 30ll6) MGRTC#(.04333) 
GSRTC*(.08168) MGRTC#(.9l832) 

TTC#(.0258)GSRTC*(.0215)STPffi@(.078l8)MGRTC#(.7<:J773) 

TTC#(.17 538) GSRTC* (.02052) STP JB@ (.03261 )MGRTC#(.7715) 

KDTC#(.07384) RMTC#(.70124) MGR TC#(.22492) 

KDTC#(.59769) RMTC# (.03523) MGRTC#(.36708) 

!v1GRTC#(.96451) GSRTC*(.00678) PATC#(.02871) 

GSRTC*(.00789) STPJB@ (.01471) MGRTC#(.97740) 

GSRTC*(.00232) TTC#(.05866) MGRTC#(.93903) 
MGRTC#(.78703) GSRTC*(.00235) PATC#(.21063) 

MGRTC#(.6101.5) RMTC#(.38985) 

MGRTC#(.95787) KDTC#(.04213) 

PATC#(.05378) KDTC#(.01990) MGRTC#(.92632) 

KDTC#( 1. .00000) 

Source: DEA Results 

According to Smith and Mayston (1.987) an important supplementary measure in 

assessing the robustness of this result is the number of inefficient authorities for which 

the best practice authority forms the efficient frontier. If this number is high the 
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authority is considered genuinely efficient with respect to a large number of authorities. 

The citations for the best practice STUs under VRS assumption are given in the table 

4.7.2. Thus according to the Smith and Mayston rule, we should come to the conclusion 

that MGRTC and GSRTC are the "bests in bests". 

Table 4.7.2 Citations for Best-Practice STUs. 

No. STU 

1 1\1SRTC* 
2 APSRTC* 
4 GSRTC* 
6 RSRTC* 
7 STHAR@ 

10 STPJB@ 
14 NBSTC* 
17 TTC# 
24 PATC# 
25 MGRTC# 
26 RMTC# 
27 NTC# 
28 ASTC# 
30 KDTC# 

Citations in Peer Groups 

1 
0 
to 
0 
0 
4 
0 
4 
3 

14 
3 
0 
0 
5 

Source: Computed from Table 4.7.1 

But the Smith-Mayston interpretation of the best practice STUs will stand only if the 

inefficient STUs are spread evenly through the feasible production space. It is clear 

from the Figure 4.5.2. 

In the figure, B, C and Dare the best-practice STUs with efficiency score equal to unity. 

STU s E, P, G, H and J arc relatively inefficient. It is dear from the figu rc that most of 

the inefficient STUs, other than J, are C and D as peer group. But STU J has unusual 
• 0 

input proportions such that its target is an interpolation of STUs Band C. Clearly best 

practice authorities such as B which have relatively unusual input proportions will lie on 

the extreme parts of the isoquant. They will be cited infrequently, since, with unusual 

input proportions, there is a lower probability of finding comparable inefficient STUs. 
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Figure 4. 7.1 Interpretation of Citations for Best Practice 
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Now, it mn be obsetved that MGRTC and GSRTC are cited frequently, mainly because 

of the fact that they have more common input combinations. Many of the efficient 

STUs not at all appear as a peer group other than their own. It points to the fact that 

many of the STUs have their own unique combinations of inputs which inturn carries a 

significant role in determining their efficiency score both in short run and long run. 

The identification of the peer groups assuming VRS, presents the "good models" in the 

short run. But to have a look on the long run adjustments to be made in the input 

proportions, the peer groups identified in the model assuming CRS will be more helpful. 

The peer groups under the CRS assumption is presented in the table 4.7.3. 



Table 4.7.3 Inefficient 11'irms and Their Pt.>er Groups 

Under CRS Assumption 

Inefficient STU Peer Group 

1 l\1SRTC* MGRTC# 

2 APSRTC* MGRTC# 

3 KnSRTC* MGRTC# 

5 UPSRTC* MGRTC# GSRTC* 

6 RSRTC* MGRTC# 

8 KSRTC* MGRTC# GSRTC* 

9 MPSRTC* MGRTC# 
10 STPJB@ MGRTC# STHAR@ 

11 PRC# MGRTC# GSRTC* 

12 CTC# TTC# MGRTC# 
13 PRTC* MGRTC# GSRTC* 
14 NBSTC* MGRTC# 

15 OSRTC* MGRTC# 
16 DCTC# GSR'TC* MSRTC# 

18 ITC# MGRTC# RMTC# 

19 KTC# MGRTC# GSRTC* 

20 TPTC# GSRTC* MSRTC# 

21 ATC# MGRTC# GSRTC* 

22 CRC# MGRTC# STHAR@ 

23 MPTC# GSRTC* MGRTC# 

24 PATC# GSRTC* MGRTC# 

27 NrC# MGRTC# GSRTC* 

28 ASTC# MGRTC# !Uv1C# 
29 SBSTC* MGRTC# 

30 KDTC# MGRTC# 

Source: DEA Results 

l\-1GRTC becomes the peer group for almost all STUs under the CRS assumption. The 

input combinations and the managerial technique adopted by MGRTC are to be advised 



to all the inefficient STUs and even to the efficient STUs under VRS assumption. 

4.8 Scale Efficiency and Returns to Scale in STU s 

An attempt to distinguish between the technical inefficiency and scale inefficiency in the 

total inefficiency was made by Rangan, Grabowski, Aly and Pasurka (1988). They 

derived the scale efficiency from the VRS and CRS efficiency scores. It is explained 

with the Figure 4.8.l. 

Output 

E 

A 

Figure 4.8.1 Measurement of Scale Efficiency 

G 

0 X Xo X 1 Input 

In the figure, for given level of output, CRS efficiency for the STU i is OX/OX1 and its 

VRS cfficien{.y is OXofOX1• The discrepancy between the two measures is defined 

according to the extent of the gap between the two frontiers. This can be expressed as 

the ratio: 

This is simply the ratio of the CRS and VRS efficiency scores and is proposed by 
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Rangan eta[ as an indicator of scale efficiency (S); whence for a branch i: 

S. = CRS I VRS . 
I j I 

In the figure Si is less than one, indicating that production at this point is not scale 

efficient. Moreover, were production displaced onto the VRS boundary at C. Si would 

remain less than unity. At point C the STU has pure technical efficiency (VRS 

efficiency) but still carries scale inefficiency. 

The Rangan et al indicator shows by what proportion total costs could be reduced after 

the attainment of pure technical efficiency on the VRS boundary. 

Banker (1984) showed that the inefficiency at C can be examined in terms of its average 

productivity or scale properties. Specifically, this point is scale inefficient because 

average productivity- the ratio of output to input - has not been maximised. That is, 

for output OA, OA I OX0 is less than its theoretiatl maximum OE I OXo which is defined 

along the CRS frontier. Thus in order to attain maximum average productivity for 

output OA an additional contraction in input, OXo - OX. would be necessary to bring 

production to point Bon the CRS boundary. This contraction in inputs (further to that 

OX1 - OXa, to eliminate pure technical efficiency) eliminates that wastage attributable to 

scale inefficiency. • 

Banker demonstrated that sum of the weights on the branches in the optimal basis of 

the CRS version of the DEAprogramme can be used as an indicator of the local returns 

to scale at the current level of operations. 

Both the Rangan et al measure of scale efficiency and the Banker measure of Returns 

to scale are presented in the table 4.8.1. 

The Rangan et al indicator shows that 25 out of 30 STUs are scale inefficient. KSRTC 

has a high level of scale efficiency (.99530) which says that it has to make a reduction 

of inputs only of (1- .99530) ie, .0047% from the point of VRS efficiency. The lowest 
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scale inefficiency is of SBSTC, .36403, which means that a reduction of 63.6% of inputs 

from the point of VRS efficiency is required. 

Table 4.8.1 Scale Efficien<..y in the STUs 

No. STU Rangan et al Banker 

1 MSRTC* .58060 13.36412 (DRS) 
2 APSRTC* .63342 14.42569 (DRS) 
3 KnSRTC* .06861 7.81942 (DRS) 
4 GSRTC* 1.00000 1.00000 (CRS) 
5 UPSRTC* .90319 2.04263 (DRS) 
6 RSRTC* .67016 4.00329 (DRS) 
7 STHAR@ 1.00000 1.00000 ( CRS) 
8 KSRTC* .99530 1.45681 (DRS) 
9 MPSRTC* .88622 1.63264 (DRS) 

10 STPJB@ .81471 L.85040 (DRS) 
L1 PRC# .95410 1.10482 (DRS) 
12 ere# .94774 1.19413 (DRS) 
13 PRTC* .93004 .84704 (IRS) 
14 NBSTC* .5541.9 .60942 (IRS) 
15 OSRTC* .51234 .49781 (IRS) 
16 DCTC# .96524 .99069 (IRS) 
17 TTC# 1.00000 1.00000 (CRS) 
18 JTC# .99868 1.19512 (DRS) 
19 KTC# .99536 1.01694 (DRS) 
20 TPTC# .96008 .93642 (IRS) 
2l ATC# .97227 .90996 (IRS) 
22 CRC# .92977 .95101 (IRS) 
23 .MPTC# .97130 .96758 (IRS) 
24 PATC# .93332 .76579 (IRS) 
25 MGRTC# 1.00000 1.00000 (CRS) 
26 1Th1TC# 1.00000 1.00000 (CRS) 
27 NTC# .841.14 .61960 (IRS) 
28 ASTC# .87623 .71258 (IRS) 
29 SBSTC* .36403 .14365 (IRS) 
30 KDTC# .39759 .16479 (IRS) 

Source: 
1. The Rangan et al (1988) scale efficiency is the ratio of CRS to VRS 

efficiency scores derived from, respectively tables 4.6.2 and 4.6.3. 
2. Banker's (1984) measure of returns to scale is the sum of the weight on 

STUs in the unconstrained CRS programme. 
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Out of the 14 VRS efficient STUs, only 5 are CRS efficient and these 5 STUs are the 

only scale efficient STUs. 

The Banker measure of returns to l'calc shows that out of the total 30 STUs, 5 are 

experiencing CRS, 13 are operating with IRS and the rest 12 are facing DRS. The STUs 

with CRS indicate that their current level of operation can be maintained. The STUs 

with IRS are to be advised to increase their scale of operation. Similarly, the STUs with 

DRS should curtail their scale of operation. 

To sum up, Data Envelopment Analysis generates the firm specific quantitative measure 

of X-efficiency in different STUs in India~ and thus facilitates the search for firm specifrc 

reasons behind inefficiency. That is, with the DEA measures, now one is able to have 

a look inside the "black box''. 



Chapter 5 

BEHIND THE X-INEFFICIENCY IN 
STATE TRANSPORT UND!i::RTAKINGS 

5.1 Inside the Hlack Box 

After observing huge X-inefficiency in the STUs, a naturally inquisitive mind would tum 

to the question 'why?'. The answer requires a theoretical frame which allows for the 

close examination of 'all the factors' of inefficiency that can be identified which may be 

well beyond generalisations, due to the uniqueness in the mode of production within 

each finn. The need of the moment is an approach which can recognise the factors of 

transformation process within the firms and can identify relations and interrelations 

which cause inefficiency. In short we require a micro micro approach~ a purpose X

efficiency theory serves. 

Firm is a bundle of capabilities and inputs~ and production is a process of transforming 

this bundle into outputs. The transformation is characterised by, among others, the 

interactions and interrelations among different inputs. This aspect of the process within 

the finn causes the inefficiency in one input to the excess usc of other inputs~ whidt in 

turn raises the cost within the finn and ultimately inefficiency. 

Leibenstein thought of a production schema1 within firms in which organisational aspects 

and different norms, conventions and institutions create an environment for each firm. 

Different organisational forms define unique contractual relations through which the 

principal-agent relations differ. What results is varying pressure levels in firms which in 

turn decide the effort level of inputs and cost of production process. Simply this fixes 

up the efficiency in fim1s. 

It is discussed at length in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 and 2.5. 



Actually, the environment created by the institutional factors inside and outside the firms 

together with the degree of pressure it creates within the firms define an 'inert area of 

production. This inert production level is nothing but the result of inert level of the 

usage of different inputs. 

In the case of STUs, this inert area is much below the potential which causes them to 

remain highly inefficient. Identification of the causes of this inertia in production will 

lead us to the inertia in the usage of different inputs. A quantitative guide to the inert 

levels of the input usage and thereby an attempt to point to the existence of institutional 

factors causing inefficiency is what we aim at. 

5.2 Does Organisaton Matter? 

The environment of the STUs created by the institutional factors insUie and outside them 

can be viewed from supply side and demand side. The Demand side is kept away by 

analysing only the mofussils services and by taking Scat Kilometers as output. Turning 

to the supply side, ie, inside the firm, the STUs have different organisatonal forms and 

the resulting institutional features within them. 

The STUs in India have mainly the following organisational forms. (l) Departmental 

Undertakings directly under the state governments (2) Municipal undertakings owned 

and controlled by the Municipal corporations (3) Road Transport Corporations formed 

under the Road Transport Corporations Act of 1950 (4) Companies or Corporations 

formed under the Indian Companies Act (1956). Each organisational form is 

characterised by varying government control in such a way that, from Departmental 

undertakings to Companies autonomy increases. Each organisational form sets different 

principal-agent relations and thereby different "pressure" levels in the STUs. This results 

in the variation of non-maximising behaviour of the STUs and ultimately variations in 

X-efficiency. It is clear from the results of DEA presented in Chapter 4. The efficiency 

variation over different organisational forms are substantial when we used the output 
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variable Passenger Kilometers. It is presented in the Table 5.2.1. 

Table 5.2J Mean Efficiency Score of Different Organisational Fonns of STUs (Under 

VRS Assumption) When Output is Passenger Kilometers 

Mean Efficiency Score* 

Organisational Form iota theta 

l. Departmental Undertakings .20716 .22579 

2. Corporations .27673 .28786 

. 3. Companies .69192 .69717 

~Mean ditterence IS sJoni(icant at lO% level 
b 

Source: Computed from Table 4.6.l. 

The efficiency score variation over different organisational forms is revealed by the mean 

efficiency scores. From the Departmental Undertakings to the Companies the efficiency 

score is increasing for both iota and theta as evident from the Table 5.2. L The statistical 

diUerence of the efficiency scores were tested with ANOVA and the diUerence was 

asserted at 10% level of significance. 

Frequency distribution ofSTUs over the efficiency scores presented in Table 5.2.2 makes 

the variation clearer. 
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Table 5.2.2 Frequency Distribution of STUs According to Efficiency Soore When 

Output is Passenger Kilometers (Under VRS Assumption) 

Eft'iciency Score Departmental- Corporations Companies 

Classes Undertakings 

0 - .2 1 8 0 

.2 - .4 l 0 1 

.4 - .8 0 2 10 

.8 - 1 0 1 3 

Equal to 1 0 1 2 

2 l2 16 

Source: Com uted trom Table 4.6.l. p 

It is clear that from departmental undertakings to corporations and companies, the 

concentration of STUs increases in the higher efficiency srore classes. 

But the introduction of Seat Kilometers as output, shows that the two departmental 

undertaking; are efficient; and the variation in mean efficiency scores rate the 

corporations less efficient than companies. It is to be noted that the introduction of the 

new output measure rates the departmental undertakings efficient. It says that they are 

operating in more kilometers without revenue-earning purpose. This result is much 

surprising in the sense, it is clearly opposite to the general perception that, the 

govcmmcnt interference has negative impact on the performance of STUs. The mean 

efficiency score of different organisational forms when seat kilometers was taken as 

output are presented in Table 5.2.3. 
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Table 5.2.3 Mean Elliciency Scores of Different Organisational .Forms of STUs when 

Output is Seat Kilometers 

Mcun l£flicicncy S<~ore* 
Organisational Form 

VRS CRS 

iota theta iota theta 

1. Departmental Undertakings 1.00000 1.00000 0.90736 0.90829 

2. Corporations 0.83621 0.91305 0.61087 0.80860 

3. Companies 0.93090 0.94818 0.86205 0.88931 

*Mean e [fiCienc scores are s1 Iificanti' difterent at 5% y gt y evel under VRS assum ption 
and at l% level under CRS assumption. 

Source: Computed from Tables 4.6.2 and 4.6.3. 

The mean efficiency differences arc found statistically significant and we again arrive at 

the conclusion that efficiency variations are significant from corJX)rations to companies. 

Again, the frequency distribution of STU s over the efficiency scores with seat kilometers 

as output confirms the conclusion, which is presented in Table 5.2.4. 
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Table 5.2.4 Frequency Distribution of STUs Acoording to Efficiency Scores (Under 

VRS Assumption) When Output is Seat Kilometers 

EITicicn cy Score Ucpartmcntul- Corporations Companies 
Classes Undertakings 

Less than .6 0 1 0 

.6 - .7 0 1 0 

.7 - .8 0 3 1 

.8 - .9 0 2 6 

.9 - 1 0 0 2 

Equal to 1 2 5 7 

2 12 16 

~ource: Com p uted from Table 4.6.2 

Coming to the scale efficiency aspect, the efficiency variation is becoming more evident. 

Banker measure also suggests that there are variations in the performance of STUs over 

the organisational forms. The mean of Rangan measure of scale efficiency and the 

number of STUs with different returns to scale are presented in the Table 5.2.5. 

Table 5.2.5 Mean Scale Efficiency and the No. of STU swith Different Returns to Scale 

0 rganisational- Mean Scale Returns to Scale (No. of STUs) 

Form of STUs Efficiency DRS CRS IRS 

Dept. Undertaking 0.90735 1 1 0 

Corporations 0.67484 7 1 4 

Companies 0.92141 4 3 9 

Source: Com uted from Table 4.8.l. p 
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According to the Banker measure, among the departmental undertakings one is with 

diminishing returns to scale and the other is operating on constant returns to scale. 

Among the Corporation, majority is showing diminishing returns while only 4 are 

showing increasing returns to scale. With regard to Companies, majority is operating 

with increasing returns to scale and only 4 are with diminishing returns to scale and 3 

are having constant returns to scale. 

All these lead us to the conclusion that there is no specific pattern of efficiency variation 

over organisational forms. This conclusion reduces to the fact that though variations are 

there over organisational forms, it is not in a fixed pattern. It means the reasons behind 

inefficiency are to be enquired beyond generalisations. Specific analysis of each firm 

and the institutional set up within the STUs along with the understanding of the 

organisational form only can reveal the complete picture behind inefficiency. 

Though it is evident and can be concluded that the Averch-.Tohnson result which says 

efficiency decreases wi.th government control stands right when the output is passenger 

kilometers, it is rejected when we consider seat kilometers as output. Since seat 

kilometers is the output which is consistent with the public sector motive, for STUs in 

India, it is in all way reasonable to reject the hypothesis. 

5.3 Institutions and Inert Areas in STU s 

Each organisational form and the institutional factors define the input relations and 

interrelations in its own way specifically to each firm. It gives uniqueness to its 

production mode in which a specific environment is peculiar to the firm. 

The environment exerts pressure upon the inputs which determines the effort level 

chosen by the inputs. But human input is the only rational input in the firm; which is 

found not maximising its effort. It is simply because of the fact that some forms of 

decision making such as habits, conventions, moral imperatives, standard procedures, 
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mles of thumb or emulation, can be and frequently arc of a non-maximising nature. The 

reason is that they arc not based on careful calculations. 

The interests of the agents arc not the same as that ol the principal. The existence of 

effort discretion with the human inputs while the principal docs not have wage 

discretion, creates inert areas of client and thereby of output in STUs. These inert areas 

arc made to persist by the existence of moral hazards within STUs 

A crucial aspect ol the non-maximising nature of the human input is that it also fixes the 

usage level and cffori position of non-human inputs. Lack of adequate pressure leads 

to lower levels of effort levels for human inputs which results in excess usage or wastage 

of non-human inputs. The result is that more and more excess inputs arc used. In 

short, the human input creates inert areas not only in its own effort levels but also with 

respect to different inputs. These inert areas will comprise different norms, conventions 

and in short the in~Jitutional a~,pcds ol the lirrn. Through time, these institutions set in 

to the blood of each STU and ensure the linn incllicieut. 

Gauley and Cubbin(l992) identifies the DE/\ efticiency score as a quantitative guide to 

the inertia of the production process in the fi rrm. DEA also idcnti fics the exact 

magnitude of the excess of each inputs in different STUs. It is found by taking the 

deviation hctwccn the required and the actual usc of each input. Even after the radial 

reduction of these excess inputs what remains is identified as slack. The analysis of the 

excess inputs and their slack enable us to recognize tire existence of institutional factors 

over different S'J'{Js. 

The excess inputs existing in di ffercnt STUs urH.ler VRS assumption arc grven rn the 

Table 5.3.1. The percentage of excess inputs to the actual usage is given in parentheses. 
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Table 5.3.1Excess inputs and their Percentage to Actual Usage (Under VRS Assumption) 

No. STU CL BU FU MC TS ws AS 

3 KnSRTC* -I94.16 -I980.93 -2I33.86 -3136.70 -5948.77 -1321.69 -2927 .6I 
(27) (20) ( 23) (30) (14) (II) (H) 

5 UPSRTC* -I70.11 -2608.33 -I9782.30 -977.75 -10599.97 -7I92.34 -973.94 
(33} (32) (14} ( 16} (28} (48} (28) 

8 KSRTC* -31.41 -1082.92 -19348.19 -769.55 -5293.20 -2761.19 -2392.53 
(22) (31) (22) (22) (32) ( 43) ( 61) 

9 MPSRTC* -236.44 -1310.32 -11199.27 -2456.35 -4514.52 -4587.76 -H28.67 
( 79} (49} (24} ( 6I ) { 41} ( 71) (84) 

11 PRC# -5.93 -184.41 -7303.94 -271.25 -1455.83 -260.56 -220.80 
{ 16} (16) (19} (17} (23) (16) (23) 

I2 CTC# -2.07 -60.56 -6167.98 -4I3.59 -1066.24 -91.12 -555.69 
(06) (06) ( 17} (24) (18) (06) ( 43) 

13 PRTC* -15.82 -432.92 -2755.94 -117.57 -430.14 -381.67 -433.58 
(H) ( 41) (11) ( 11) (12) {33) (38) 

15 OSRTC* -53.73 -383.48 -3310.58 -167.66 -1947 .H -839.58 -1241.88 
(77) (46) ( 21 ) { 21) (47) (58) (77) 

16 DCTC# -8.96 -35.47 -5852.09 -265.67 -625.06 -23.18 -13.74 
(30) (05) (20) ( 20) ( 15) (02) ( 02) 

18 JTC# -.80 -61.59 -5480.43 -183.25 -314.46 -38.2I -I86.30 
(04) (07) ( 19) ( 14 J (08) (04) (24) 

19 KTC# -2.95 -121.77 -4857.25 -162.55 -708.88 -242.30 -181.82 
(13) ( 15) (17) ( 13) ( 16) (20 l {24) 

20 TPTC# -13.38 -104.29 -4778.70 -427.09 -848.27 -139.59 -81.82 
(40) (13) (17) ( 29) ( 19) ( 13) (13) 

21 ATC# -2.93 -I71.53 -5322.38 -114.57 -1002.34 -454.61 -222.84 
( 13) (20 l (I9) {I 0 l (23) (35) (26) 

22 CRC# -5.33 -153.97 -7664.37 -542.93 -717.75 -253.90 -184.44 
(24) ( 19) (27) (36) {18) {22) {25) 

23 MPTC# -.I8 -72.40 -4691.81 -424.55 -419.34 -125.61 -5.72 
{01) (10) (18) (30) (11) (12) {01) 

29 SBSTC* -4.09 -300.00 -43.28 -95.11 -820.00 -122.00 -46.00 
{21) (50) ( 01) (21) (38) (23) ( 16) 

Source: Computed from the results of DEA 

It is clear from the table that all the STUs are having excess in all the inputs. The 

magnitudes of the percentage of excess inputs tells us the story behind the inefficiency 

of STUs. KnSR.TC is inefficient mainly because of the excess number of administrative 

(44%) staff with it. It does not lessen the 'contribution' of other inputs to the 

inefficiency score of this STU. MPSRTC show-s huge excess of all the inputs like it uses 

79% of capital in excess, 84% of administrative staff in excess. This excess of different 

inputs gives an idea about the inert position in output generated from the inert positions 
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of inputs. 

Now, if the inert areas are the product of institutions inside and outside of the STU, 

organisation wise there should be clear variation in the percentages of excess inputs. 

That was enquired into and the result is given in the Table 5.3.2. 

Table 5.3.2 Statistics of Percentages of Excess Inputs (Under VRS Assumption) Over 
Different Organisational Forms of STUs 

Inputs Corporations Companies 

CL 
Minimum 2l.OO 01.00 
Maximum 79.00 40.00 
Mean 43.29 16.33 

BU 
Minimum 20.00 05.00 
Maximum 50.00 20.00 
Mean 38.29 12.33 

FU 
Minimum Ol.OO 17.00 
Maximum 24.00 27.00 
Mean 16.57 19.22 

MC 
Minimum ll.OO 10.00 
Maximum 61.00 36.00 
Mean 26.00 21.44 

TS 
Minimum 12.00 08.00 
Maximum 47.00 23.00 
Mean 30.29 16.78 

ws 
Minimum 11.00 02.00 
Maximum 71.00 35.00 
Mean 41.00 13.33 

AS 
Minimum 16.00 01.00 
Maximum 84.00 43.00 
Mean 49.71 20.1l 

Source: Coin uted trom Table 5.3.1 p 
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It gives us a picture how efficiently each input is used in different STUs and endorses 

the fact that institutional factors are varying over the organisational forms of 

Corporations and companies, causing variations in the use of inputs and thereby in 

efficiency scores. 

Since both the departmental undertakings are rated efficient, it is taken that they do not 

have no input in excess. For the corporations and companies, there are clear differences 

in the percentage of excess inputs used. It is only with input fuel that the corporations 

are doing better than companies. For all other inputs, the corporations are having 

institutional set up which 'eat up' large quantities of those inputs 

The slack of each excess input presented in Table 5.3.3 gives us an idea about the gravity 

of the excess inputs wi.th each firm. It shows that even after the radial reduction of the 

excess inputs, there remains excess and more attention is to be given to the management 

of that particular input. 

Table 5.3.3 Slack analysis Under VRS Assumption. 

No. STU CL BU FU MC TS ws AS 

3 KnSRTC* 117.65 891.75 27852.04 1991.43 1232.21 .00 2207.75 
5 UPSRTC* 99.70 1472.93 .00 128.28 5450.95 5131.80 501.30 
8 KSRTC* .00 298.19 .00 .00 1586.70 1318.48 1513.35 
9 MPSRTC* 165.26 672.56 .00 1491.13 1854.23 3050.41 3173.00 

11 PRC# .00 .00 1485.39 24.25 483.83 .00 69.27 
12 CTC# .00 .00 3948.26 310.15 712.71 .00 477.28 
13 PRTC* 11.68 311.38 .00 .00 23.70 248.59 304.73 
15 OSRTC* 38.88 206.25 .00 .00 1074.90 533.36 897.20 
16 DCTC# 8.28 17.70 5190.63 235.24 525.97 .00 .00 
18 JTC# .00 31.67 4436.70 137.55 166.71 .00 157.79 
19 KTC# .00 10.77 1076.73 .00 128.41 76.47 78.19 
20 TPTC# 9.15 .20 1283.97 241.09 290.68 .00 .00 
21 ATC# .64 83.74 2449.57 .00 548.14 317.44 131.61 
22 CRC# 1. 41 8. 99 2576.86 272.33 .00 52.25 54.04 
23 MPTC# .00 64.78 4424.61 410.04 380.60 115.15 .00 
29 SBSTC* 3.95 295.63 .00 91.75 804.33 118.15 43.88 

Source: DEA Results 
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In all the STUs, except for CRC, traffic staff is showing excess. Also, the number of 

buses arc problems with all STUs except PRC and CTC. The case of administrative staff 

also is a problem even after the radial reduction for STUs other than DCI'C, TPTC and 

MP'l'C. 

With the VRS assumption, what we arc getting is a picture of the inefficiency which can 

be corrected in the short run for the STU to be rated efficient. But when the 

assumption is of CRS naturally the input adjustment require more reduction and it asks 

for large scale and many basic changes in input usages. The excess inputs used, the 

mean variation of the percentage of excess inputs to the used, and the slacks are 

presented in the Tables 5.3.4., 5.3.5., and 5.3.6 respectively. 
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Table 5.3.4Excess inputs and their Percentage to Actual Usage (UnderCRS Assumption) 
NO. STU CL BU FU MC TS ws AS I MSRTC* -967.75 -6497.13 -47855.36 -2589.77 -26442.37 -13415.57 -7812.00 (81) (42) ( 14) ( 16) (37) (53) (51) 2 APSRTC* -1009.98 -5674.38 -26557.10 -3637.72 -36932.38 -10984.02 -2390.33 ( 81) ( 37) (08) (20) (43) ( 46) (23) 3 KnSRTC* -576.95 -4784.43 -55679.83 -2729.25 -17011.78 -5185.88 -2263.67 ( 81) (47) (25) (26) (39) (42) ( 34) 5 UPSRTC* -225.76 -3019.94 -20297.24 -871.58 -12319.22 -7799.83 -814.34 ( 44) (37) (14) (14) (33) (52) (24) 6 RSRTC* -256.80 -1755.77 -2394.66 -1163.82 -4020.77 -1191.03 -1486.15 (79) ( 39) (03) (22) (23) (25) (40) 8 KSRTC* -40.77 -1367.96 -31164.69 -998.85 -6167.40 -3536.08 -2662.32 (29) (39) (36) ( 29) (37) (55) ( 68) 9 MPSRTC* -270.20 -1560.07 -11511.72 -2391.93 -5557.71 -4956.36 -4331.83 (91) (58) (25) (59) (50) ( 77) (82) 10 STPJB@ -7.81 -1080.80 -13931.25 -593.52 -I442.32 -1159.61 -629.23 (18) (46) (25) ( 2 4) (18) (40) (37) 11 PRC# -7.8 7 -260.28 -9906.73 -328.13 -1652.36 -434.82 -286.34 ( 2I) (22) (26) ( 21) (26) ( 26) (29) 12 CTC# -I1.11 -I57.30 -6969.51 -418.82 -1390.I9 -236.66 -554.83 (33) ( 16) (19) (25) (24) ( 16) ( 43) 13 PRTC* -19.81 -455.72 -5099.20 -147.32 -509.31 -353.93 -638.13 (55) (43) ( 21) (H) (H) (30) (57) H NBSTC* -2.49 -557.81 -6373.98 -288.58 -2371.87 -ll54.30 -335.90 (20) (57) (33) (32) (53) (68) (49) 15 OSRTC* -61.51 -496.49 -4808.98 -287.56 -2408.48 -991.98 -1341.74 { 88) (60) ( 31) (36) (59) (69) (83) 16 DCTC# -8.86 -36.46 -5986.62 -270.19 -625.65 -25.03 -14.84 (30) (05) ( 21) (20) (15) (02) (02) 18 JTC# -2.I7 -92.50 -4773.73 -180.86 -404.03 -I03.39 -I04.88 (10 l (II) ( 16) ( 14) (10) ( 10) (13) 19 KTC# -3.39 -114.94 -5712.99 -168.32 -751.08 -287.IO -191.46 (15) (14) (20) (14) (17) (23) (25) 20 TPTC# -I2.89 -113.44 -5767.97 -459.76 -860.29 -155.94 -89.17 (39) (14) ( 21) ( 31) (20) ( 14) (14) 21 ATC# -2.53 -161.00 -65I0.31 -I26.92 -950.16 -405.73 -336.37 (12) (19) (24) (12) {22) {31) {39) 22 CRC# -4.11 -I55.49 -7660.27 -544.10 -750.99 -252.53 -I87. 75 { 19) (19) {27) {36) {19) {22) ( 26) 23 MPTC# -.33 -78.64 -4990.84 -436.82 -438.35 -135.16 -10.54 (02) { 11) (19) ( 31) (12) (13) (02) 24 PATC# -1.30 -70.16 -4730.21 -148.23 -168.57 -117.03 -24.57 ( 05) {09) {19) {H) {05) {11) { 05) 27 NTC# -2.10 -149.33 -5723.41 -107.08 -947.65 -260.49 -239.18 (14) {25) {29) (14) {29) {30) {40) 28 ASTC# -7.47 -87.90 -4301.94 -109.85 -538.88 -73.07 -48.16 (38) {15) {22) ( 13) (18) (IO) (10) 29 SBSTC* -17.05 -501.60 -2823.64 -3I6.01 -I657.15 -398.43 -209.12 ( 88) (84) (48) (69) (77) (75) (72) 30 KDTC# -12.61 -187.28 -2323.14 -I99.61 -765.08 -257.36 -151.23 (82) (63) (39) (55) (58) (63) ( 62) 

Source: Computed from the results of DEA 
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Table 5.3.5 Statistics of Percentages of Excess inputs (Under CRS Assumption) Over 

Different Organisational Forms of STUs 

Inputs Dt.~part.mental- Corporat.ions Companies 
Undertakings 

CL 
Minimum 20.00 02.00 
Maximum 9UJO 82.00 
Mean 18.00 67.00 24.61 

BU 
Minimum 37.00 05.00 
l'v1aximum 84.00 63.00 
Mean 46.00 49.36 18.69 

FU 
Minimum 03.00 16.00 
Maximum 48.00 39.00 
Mean 25.00 23.45 23.23 

MC 
Minimum 14.00 12.00 
Maximum 69.00 55.00 
Mean 24.00 30.64 23.08 

TS 
Minimum 14.00 05.00 
Maximum 77.00 58.00 
Mean 18.00 42.27 21.15 

WS 
Minimum 25.00 02.00 
Maximum 77.00 63.00 
l'v1ean 40.00 53.82 20.85 

AS 
Minimum 23.00 02.00 
Maximum 83.00 62.00 
Mean 37.00 53.00 23.85 

Sourre: Com uted from Table 5.3.4. p 
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Table 5.3.6 Slack Analysis (Under CRS Assumption) 
No. STU CL BU FU MC TS ws AS 

I MSRTC* 798.40 4287.75 .00 310.42 16215.72 9798.60 5634.15 
2 APSRTC* 911.75 4462.42 .00 2213.01 30178.63 9102.28 1565.99 
3 KnSRTC* 401.51 2286.86 .00 103.07 6196.39 2155.17 612.98 
5 UPSRTC* 153.51 1854.99 .00 .00 7036.17 5685.65 329.40 
6 RSRTC* 248.08 1635.50 .00 1024.02 3545.32 1061.83 1385.52 
8 KSRTC* .00 349.41 6051.38 .00 1356.50 1663.49 1521.17 
9 MPSRTC* 197.03 904.53 .00 1399.78 2823.19 3376.12 3041.13 

10 STPJB@ .00 646.25 3868.40 134.32 .00 631.33 318.32 
11 PRC# .00 15.30 2177.18 .00 361.13 88.68 85.04 
12 CTC# 5.73 .00 1204.07 150.15 471.96 .00 351.18 
13 PRTC* 14.62 303.41 1645.68 .00 .00 187.17 476.66 
14 NBSTC* .00 368.07 2551.99 112.24 1502.30 821.32 203.21 
15 OSRTC* 39.94 239.05 .00 44.01 1141.03 54 7.17 841.05 
16 DCTC# 8.12 17.27 5272.18 237.32 518.62 .00 .00 
18 JTC# .00 II. 54 1949.44 57.20 4. 22 . 00 27.73 
19 KTC# . 33 .00 1798.17 .00 14 9. 99 115.38 84.15 
20 TPTC# 8.29 .00 1959.09 257.04 252.58 3.80 .00 
21 ATC# .00 63.75 3327.82 .00 446.99 253.77 235.29 
22 CRC# .00 3.80 2337.16 260.96 .00 41.55 51.31 
23 MPTC# .00 64.58 4498.23 410.07 366.92 115.87 .00 
24 PATC# .12 34.42 3560.24 98.08 .00 67.94 .00 
27 NTC# .00 64.18 2929.52 .00 493.37 138.25 154.59 
28 ASTC# 5.42 29.10 2254.10 24.86 233.49 .00 .00 
29 SBSTC* 7.79 216.46 . 00 96.70 635.09 14 7. 08 71.07 
30 KDTC# 6. 54 69.31 .00 55.37 241.53 97.18 54.96 

Sou roc: IJEA Results 

The pattern of inefficiency and the existence of excess inputs shows that the reasons for 

inefficiency remain the same both in the VRS and CRS assumptions. 

All these indicate the presence of certain institutions peculiar to each organisational 

form. The analysis and tackling of each institutional factors in each STU will enable us 

to sort out the problems with them; which is by all reasons beyond the scope of this 

work. DEA makes possible the measurement of the magnitude of X-efficiency in each 

STU and provides a quantitative indicator to the existence of institutional factors 

associated with each input used. This allows us to make intrafinn analysis which is an 

essential requirement for meaningful interfirm analysis. 
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Chapter 6 

SUMlVIARY AND CONCLUSION 

Efficiency has been an active area of research for economists from the theoretical as well 

as applied points of view. But the conceptualization of efficiency and its measurement 

remained vague and underdeveloped till recent times. The Farrell conceptualization of 

efficiency was a break through in all senses - theoretically and empirically. But the 

eoonomic reasoning to the inefficiency in different firms remained unanswered or 

partially answered till Leibenstein put forth his X-Efficiency concept. Deviating from 

the neo-classical view, he attributed the inefficiency to 'X' factors which could capture 

all the factors- tangible and intangible- as the causes of inefficiency. The X-efficiency 

theory allows us to reoognize the importance of institutional factors and their role in the 

efficient transformation of inputs into outputs in a fim1. 

Even after the recognition that X-efficiency theory got from the economic intelligentsia, 

it remained unexploited simply because of the reason that the factors it identifies are not 

empirically traceable. In other words, there was the lack of an adequate measuring rod 

for X-efficiency measurement. The development of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

could solve this difficulty to a large extent. 1\ tool based on linear programming, it could 

rate the firms aocording to their efficiency in a closed interval 0 to 1. The use of DEA 

sore as an indicator of the inert areas in the production sphere of the firms and thus as 

the quantitative measure of X-efficiency are well recognized and accepted by many 

theoreticians including Lcibenstein himself. 

In this study, an attempt was made to understand the X-efficiency concept and the DEA 

technique. Equipped with these two concepts, a measurement of X-efficiency in State 

Transport Undertakings (STUs) in India was done. Though there are a number of 

studies attempting the performance analysis of STUs in India none of them have 

enquired into the X-efficiency in STUs. 



The study was done for the cross section data of the year 1994-95. To keep the demand 

side uniform, the study was limited by excluding the transport services in hilly and city 

services. Thirty mofussil services were taken which include three organisational forms 

of state transport undertakings in India viz, departmental undertakings, corporations and 

companies. From the organisational point of view the government control romes down 

from the departmental undertaking to the companies. 

The study identified seven inputs of importance to be included in the study. They were 

capital and liabilities, number of buses, fuel, material cost, number of traffic staff, 

number of workshop staff and number of administrative staff. Initially, passenger 

kilometer was taken as the output for the analysis. The software IDEAS version 5.1.15 

was used for the analysis and the results showed the frightening picture of huge 

inefficiency in STUs. Only 3 among the 30 STUs were rated efficient. But based on the 

argument that the output concept passenger kilometers is not consistent with the public 

sector policies~ and there arc .intolerable approximations in the calculation of this output, 

the analysis was repeated by taking seat kilometers as the output. Now, the number of 

efficient firms increased to 14 under the VRS assumption and 5 under the CRS 

assumption. For the inefficient finns, DEA projects the 'model' efficient firms from 

which they can adopt better management techniques. The scale efficiency and the 

returns to scale among the STUs were found out from which we rould put forward 

suggestions to the STUs on the aspect of their scales of operations. 

Now, getting into the reasons behind the inefficiency in STUs, we started with the 

organisational tliffcrcncc among the S'I'Us. It is a rc<"Civctl wistlorn that the 

organisational fonn is setting up different institutional factors within the firm. In that 

sense, the analysis of organisational difference was taken with much importance. The 

analysis of results shows that there is significant differences between the efficiency scores 

of departmental undertakings, corporations and companies. The analysis with the 
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passenger kilometers as output endorses the Avcrch- Johnson result that efficiency will 

increase as government control comes down. But the analysis with scat kilometers as 

output reject the J\vcrch- Johnson result. Though there arc variations over different 

organisational forms, no fixed pattern can be observed in the variations of efficiency over 

the organisational forms and thereby over varying degrees of government control. This 

result calls for the close analysis of institutional factors in each STU for a meaningful 

analysis. 

The magnitude of the excess of each input used in different STUs gives us an idea about 

the institutional factors that inhibit the achievement of potential efficiency. In our study 

DEA identifies that there are excess in all the inputs with all the STUs. The variations 

in the excess inputs over different organisations also point to the existence and 

importance of institutions inside the STUs. The identification and analysis of these 

institutions allow us to make the intrafirm and interfirm analysis in a relative and more 

reasonable way. The tackling of all the institutions associated with each input in each 

STU is well beyond the scope of this work (that being a major limitation to this study); 

and calls for further research in a wider framework. 

The study concludes with the identification and measurement of intrafirm efficiency of 

30 STUs in India which allows for interfirm analysis by taking into account the existence 

of institutional factors associated with them. 
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Appendix -1 

DATA SE:f 

STU { 1 ) { 2) { 3) { 4) { 5) { 6) {7) { 8) { 9) 

MSRTC* 572270.87 813462.50 1192.53 15558 336988.0 16050.78 72014 25470 15336 
APSRTC* 699836.00 878079.90 1252.62 15455 338657.0 18168.00 86124 23996 10512 
KnSRTC* 406794.00 475961.57 708.47 10086 224853.0 10605.36 43676 12239 
GSRTC* 313174.00 532318.04 560.45 
UPSRTC* 221891.00 341371.00 510.38 
RSRTC* 175723.32 2436 77.04 324.14 
STHAR@ 193213.00 227664.32 411.29 
KSRTC* 144889.00 153489.60 140.01 
MPSRTC* 78152.10 99377.20 297.66 
STPJB@ 76127.55 114642.18 42.59 
PRCtt 77443.00 76109.23 8. 21 
CTCtf 72898.95 76109.23 33.89 
PRTC* 40144.00 53487.07 36.28 
NBSTC* 25077.26 37095.00 12.74 
OSRTC* 22422.00 30301.00 69.88 
DCTCtf 60830.60 63925.39 29.70 
TTCtf 70386.30 82620.12 33.96 
JTCtf 57914.00 65378.48 22.29 
KTCtl 52114.34 63237.69 22.04 
TPTCtl 59190.00 60951.94 33.20 
ATCtl 55794.75 58852.14 21.83 
CRCtl 53663.00 58727.46 22.09 
MPTC(f 62238.74 59596.01 17.41 
PATCtt 55092.00 56010.96 25.02 
MGRTCt/ 47388.00 60869.16 16.82 
RMTCt/ 47844.00 55695.27 22.16 
NTCtl 38785.00 39790.32 14.91 
ASTCt/ 47619.81 42984.50 19.86 
SBSTC* 6606.00 8744.00 19.47 
KDTCtl 7250.36 10030.36 15.38 

(l) Passenger Kilometers (in Lakhs) 
(2) Seat Kilometers (in Lakhs) 
(3) Capital and Liabilities (in Rs Crores) 
(4) Number of Buses 

8987 193029.5 
8230 143393.3 
4470 89005.9 
3800 101154.0 
3498 86246.1 
2667 46833.8 
2369 54859.0 
1189 37515.4 
991 36323.0 

1064 24126.0 
971 19558.8 
834 15579.0 
772 28737.3 
831 43988.8 
830 28956.0 
828 28200.7 
818 27464.5 
839 27456.5 
816 28636.0 
747 26179.0 
755 24714.7 
678 21635.0 
651 22915.3 
606 19883.1 
569 19815.2 
599 5931.6 
299 5888.3 

(5) Fuel (HSD Oil) Consumption (in Kilolitres) 
(6) Material Ca;t Other than Fuel (in Rs Lakhs) 
(7)· Number of Traffic Staff 
(8) Number of Workshop Staff 
(9) Number of Administrative Staff 

8020.01 42593 12401 
6157.44 37323 14936 
5196.14 17672 4802 
5204.54 12554 5796 
3430.34 16522 6431 
4036.40 11125 6429 
2503.38 7863 2880 
1592.59 6267 1680 
1692.66 5785 1491 
1029.19 3558 1165 

902.42 4450 1704 
788.97 4106 1441 

1321.95 4305 1007 
1458.64 5461 2028 
1267.82 4099 1060 
1212.53 4330 1237 
1461.77 4382 1097 
1095.00 4341 1311 
1523.15 4040 1135 
1421.83 3796 1025 
1059.37 3561 1037 
1007.25 3410 902 
938.45 3227 785 
762.05 3233 870 
822.42 2955 707 
460.70 2147 528 
365.59 1327 406 

6666 
3738 
3426 
3740 
2713 
3919 
5251 
1695 

977 
1283 
1128 

679 
1622 

597 
918 
791 
773 
643 
872 
734 
560 
519 
563 
784 
602 
466 
290 
244 

Source: State Transport Undertakings: Profile and Pe1jormnnce 1994-95, Published by 
Central Institute of Road Transport (CIRT), Pune, for Association of State 
Road Transport Undertakings (ASRTU) .. 
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Appendix- II 

DEFINITIONS & EXPlANATIONS OF VARIABLES USED 
AND RlnATI£D CONCJ1::PTS 

1. State Transport Undertaking (STU) 

State Transport Undertaking means any undertaking providing road transport service, where 
such' undertaking is carried by-
(i) the Central Government or Satate Government, 
(ii) any Road Transport Corporation established under Sec. 3 of the Road Transport 

Corporations Act, 1950 (64 of 1950), 
(iii) any Municipality or any Municipal Corporation, 
(iv) any company set up under the Companies Act (Actl of 1956) owned by the Central 

Government or one or more State Governments or by the Central Government and 
one or more State Government. 

2. I£1Tcctive Kilomct.crs 

Kilometers actually operated by public service buses for purpose of earning revenue are 
known as effective kilometers. Total effective kilometers relate to revenue earnmg 
kilometers actually operated by buses during any specific period for: 
(i) Operation of trips as per schedule 
(ii) Operation of extra trips for Pairs, Jathras and other special occasions. 
(iii) Operation of casual contracts. 

3. Seat Kilometeres Offered 

The weighted average seating capacity multiplied by the effective kilometeres operated gives 
the seat kilometeres offered. 

4. Passenger Kilometers 

Passenger kilometeres represents the volume of traffic in terms of total offered kilometeres 
actually occupied. It is the sum total of the length of journeys performed by all the 
passengers carried. 

Passenger kilomctercs is usually calculated by dividing the ernin~ from rnssengers by the 
fare per kilometere, when the fare structure is of a uniform rate. Thus; 

Traffic revenue 
Passenger Kilometeres = -------------------------

Fare per Kilometre 



For calculating the passenger kilometeres, only the revenue from passengers, i.e. sale of 
tickets are taken into account. The earnings from luggage adn parcels carried and postal 
mails are omitted. Smiliarly, passenger kilometres for city and mofussil services and for 
Express/Ordinary and Luxury services are calculated separately as fares charged are different 
for these different types of services. 

5. Capital and Liabilities 

Capital and liabilities include the state government contribution, central government 
contribution, general and other reserves, cumulative profits/loss, debentures, loan from 
IDBI, loan from other banks & UC, public deposits, others and current liabilities including 
short term provision and borrowings. It gives us the total assets with the STU as current 
as well as fixed assets. 

6. Total Number of Buses or }ileet Held 

The total number of buses held by the Unit (Depo/Division/Undertaking) at a particular 
point of time will be under any of the following conditions, viz, 
(i) Buses on road 
(ii) Buses held as spares 
(iii) Buses in workshops 
(iv) Bus awaiting scrapping 
(v) Buses in transit 

All buses held by the unit either for operaion or traffic and workshop spares are included 
irrepective of the fact whether such buses are in a roadworthy condition or not. Buses 
awaiting for scrapping are included in Fleet Held, unless they are actually taken out of the 
fleet. Hired buses arc not included in the counting. 

7. Fuel (HSD Oil) Consumption 

It represents the total quantity of fuel (HSD Oil) consumed by the buses for performam~ 
of the kilometeres. Fuel consumed includes: 

(i) Fuel drawn by buses from Home Depot. 
(ii) Fuel drawn by buses from outside Depot of Home Dn. 
(iii) Fuel drawn by buses from outside Dns./Depots. 
(iv) Fuel drawn by buses from outside agencies (Privae Pumps) and other State Transport 

Undertakings. 

Fuel consumed in the workshops for testing, assemble cleaning etc. is not included in 
calculating the fuel consumed for operations. Similarly, fuel consumed by departmental 
vans, cars etc. is areounted separately. 
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8. Material Cost 

It is the summation of the cost for fuel (diesel), lubricants, springs, auto spareparts,tyres & 
tubes, batteries, general items and reconditioned items. In this study, material cost is 
calculated as the total cost of all of the above items except fuel. 

9. Staff Employed 

The total staff actually woring in various units (Depot/ Division/ Region/ Head Office) as 
on last day of a specified period will represent the total staff employed. It will include 
permanent, temporary and daily wage employees. The staff employe are grouped into: 

(a) Traffic Staff (Including drivers, conductors, checkers, bus station staff and traffic 
supervisory staff) 

(b) Workshop Staff or Repairs and Maintenence Staff (Including staff for preventive 
maintenence, various overhauls & dockings, reconditioning of buses and assemblies) 

(c) Administration and others (Including staff for personnel, accounts, audit, stores, 
planning, computer, security, public relations, deputmental vehicles, legal, training 
and labour & welfare etc). 
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Appendix- III 

REPORT OF PROGRAMME EXECUTION FOR DFA 

1. DFA Model with Passenger Kilometers as Output and VRS Assumption 

M_ul tiple runs (1 =yes,O =no) 0 
NUMBER Of UNITS 30 
NUMBER CATEGORICAL VARIABlES 0 
NUMBER DISCRETIONARY OUI'PUI'S 1 
NUMBER DISCRETIONARY INPUI'S 7 
NUMBER OF OUfPUfS 1 
NUMBER OF INPUfS 7 

MODEL: VRS/INPUT /INVARIAN-

NUMBER OF RATIOS 0 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES 39 
NUMBER OF DMUS TO BE ANALYSED 30 
MEASURE LOW VALUE HIGH VALUE 

PK 
CL 
BU 
FU 
MC 
TS 
WS 
/\S 
Toler a nccl'.: 

6606.00 
12.74 

299.00 
5888.28 

365.59 
1327.00 
406.00 
244.00 

EPS 12: 1.000000000000000 E-009 

6083060.00 
1252.62 

15558.00 
338657.00 

18168.00 
86124.00 
25470.00 
15336.00 

EPS RAT: 1.000000000000000 E-009 
EPS06: l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-006 
EPSPRC: l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-005 
Low: 12.740000000000000 
Hmb: 6083060.000000000000000 

PREPROCESSING: DOMINATED UNfi'S 
UNIT 1 MSRTC* 
UN fl' 2 APSRTC* 
UNIT 3 KnSRTC* 
UNH 4 GSRTC* 
UNIT 5 UPSRTC* 
UNTf 6 RSRTC* 
UNIT 7 STI-IAR@ 
UNif 8 KSRTC* 
UNff 9 MPSRTC* 
UNif 10 STPJB@ 
UNIT 11 PRC# 
UNff 12 CTC# 
UNIT 13 PRTC* 
UNff 17 TTC# 
UNff 20 TPJ'C# 
UN IT 22 CRC# 
UNIT 29 SBSTC* 

17 UNfi'S ARE DOMINATED 

PROGRAM l ... DMU 16 
OCTC# 

PROGRAM 2 ... DMU 30 
KDTC# 

PROGRAM 3 ... DMU 28 
ASTC# 

PROGRAM 4 ... DMU 14 

2 4 

1 4 

6 10 

NBSTC* ... 1 7 
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PROGRAM 5 ... DMU 23 
MPTC# 5 9 

PROGRAM 6 ... DMU 24 
PATC# 5 9 

PROGRAM 7 ... DMU 25 
MGRTC# ... 6 10 

PROGRAM 8 ... DMU 20 
TPTC# 7 ll 

PROGRAM 9 ... DMU 26 
RMTC# ... 8 12 

PROGRAM 10 ... DMU ll 
PRC# 7 10 

PROGRAM ll ... DMU 18 
JTC# 8 12 

PROGRAM 12 ... DMU 21 
ATC# 9 13 

PROGRAM 13 ... DMU 12 
CTC# 6 10 

PROGRAM 14 ... DMU 27 
NTC# 8 12 

PROGRAM 15 ... DMU 7 

PROGRAM 
STHAR@ 

16 ... DMU 22 
... 5 7 

CRC# 9 13 
PROGRAM 17 ... DMU 19 

KTC# 9 13 
PROGRAM 18 ... DMU 2 

APSRTC* ... 6 8 
PROGRAM 19 ... DMU 6 

RSRTC* ... 5 7 
PROGRAM 20 ... DMU 3 

KnSRTC* ... 5 7 
PROGRAM 21 ... DMU 17 

'lTC# 8 12 
PROGRAM 22 ... DMU 13 

PRTC* 7 11 
PROGRAM 23 ... DMU 8 

KSRTC* ... 5 7 
PROGRAM 24 ... DMU 1 

MSRTC* ... 5 7 
PROGRAM 25 ... DMU 4 

GSRTC* ... 5 7 
PROGRAM 26 ... DMU 10 

STPJB@ ... 7 1l 
PROGRAM 27 ... DMU 5 

UPSRTC* ... 6 8 
PROGRAM 28 ... DMU 9 

MPSRTC* ... 4 7 
PROGRAM 29 ... DMU 15 

OSRTC* ... 5 8 
PROGRAM 30 ... DMU 29 

RANGE OF PRICES 
SBSTC* ... 3 6 

PK .00000 .00015 
CL .00080 12.82894 
BU .00006 .01760 
FU .00000 .03993 
MC .00006 .27958 
TS .00001 .00668 
ws .00004 .01724 
AS .00007 .03172 

SOLUTION STATISTICS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS......... 272 AVG: 9 
NUMBER OF TIMF...-S ADVANCED BASIS USED 2 
NUMBER NOT ANALYSED 0 
NUMBER PRICED...................... 1379 
START 13: 24: 9: 73 
END 3:24:10:23 
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2. DEA l'Vlodel with Seat Kilometers as Output and VRS Assumption 

M~tit!_le runs(1~=_y_es1o =no) 0 
NUMBER OF UNI 'S 30 
NUMBER CATEC"TORICAL VARIABlES 0 
NUMBER DISCRETIONARY OUI'PUTS I 
NUMBER DISCRETIONARY lNPUl'S 7 
NUMBER OF OUfPUfS 1 
NUMBER OF INPUTS 7 

MODEL: VRS/INPUT /INVARlAN

NUMBER OF RATIOS 0 
NUMBER OF VARIABLES 39 
NUMBER OF DMUS TO BE ANALYSED 30 

MEASURE LOW VALUE HIGH VALUE 

SK 8744.00 878079.90 
CL 12.74 1252.62 
BU 299.00 15558.00 
HJ 5888.28 338657.00 
MC 365.59 18168.00 
TS 1327.00 86124.00 
ws 406.00 25470.00 
AS 244.00 15336.00 
Tolerances: 
EPS 12: 1.000000000000000 E-009 
EPSRAT: l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-009 
EPS06: l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-006 
EPSPRC: l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-005 
Low: 12.740000000000000 
High: 878079.900000000000000 

PREPROCESSING: DOMINATED UNffS 

UNIT 13 PRTC* 
UNU 21 ATC# 
UNIT 22 CRC# 
UNIT 29 SBSTC* 

4 UNITS ARE OOMINATED 

PROGRAM 1 ... DMU 26 
Rl\H'C# 5 

PROGRAM 2 ... DMU 30 
KDI'C# 1 

PROGRAM 3 ... DMU 7 
STHAR@ ... 5 

PROGRAM 4 ... DMU 6 
RSRTC* ... 1 

PROGRAM 5 ... DMU 4 
GSRTC* ... 1 

PROGRAM 6 ... DMU 17 
TTC# 7 

PROGRAM 7 ... DMU 25 
MGRTC# ... 1 

PROGRAM 8 ... DMU 2 
APSRTC* ... 8 

PROGRAM 9 ... DMU 24 
PATC# 2 

PROGRAM 10 ... DMU 23 
MPTC# 4 

PROGRAM 11 ... DMU 18 
JTC# 9 

PROGRAM 12 ... DMU 10 
STPJB@ ... 1 

PROGRAM 13 ... DMU 16 

7 

4 

9 

5 

6 

13 

4 

10 

5 

6 

12 

7 
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lXTC# 4 6 
PROGRAM 14 ... DMU 19 

KTC# 11 14 
PROGRAM 15 ... DMU 20 

TPTC# 4 6 
PROGRAM 16 ... DMU 28 

ASTC# 3 6 
PROGRAM 17 ... DMU 1 

MSRTC* ... 5 8 
PROGRAM 18 ... DMU 13 

PRTC* 7 10 
PROGRAM 19 ... DMU 21 

ATC# 5 9 
PROGR/\M 20 ... DMU 12 

CI'C# 8 II 
PROGR/\M 21 ... DMU 5 

UPSRTC* ... 4 6 
PROGRAM 22 ... DMU 22 

CRC# 6 8 
PROGRAM 23 ... DMU ll 

PRC# 9 12 
PROGRAM 24 ... DMU 3 

KnSRTC* ... 7 10 
PROGRAM 25 ... DMU 27 

NTC# 5 7 
PROGRAM 26 ... DMU 14 

NBSTC* ... 6 9 
PROGRAM 27 ... DMU 9 

MPSRTC* ... 4 6 
PROGRAM 28 ... DMU 8 

KSRTC* ... 9 12 
PROGRAM 29 ... DMU 15 

OSRTC* ... 6 9 
PROGRAM 30 ... DMU 29 

SBSTC* ... 3 5 

RANGE OF PRICES 

SK .00001 .00227 
CL .00080 .84131 
BU 00006 .00334 
FU 00000 .00017 
MC .00006 .17631 
TS .00001 .00075 ws .00004 .03184 
AS .00007 .11688 

SOLUTION STATISTICS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS......... 242 A VG: 8 
NUMBER OF TIMES ADVANCED BASIS USED 5 
NUMBER NOT ANALYSED 0 
NUMBER PRICED...................... 3790 
START 13: 27: 57: 67 
END 13: 27: 58: 33 



3. DEA Model with Seat Kilometers as Output and CRS Assumption 

DEA: 
Multiple runf\(1 =ye.l\jO =no) 0 
NUMBER Ofl UN I' 'S 30 
NUMBER CATEGORLCJ\L VJ\RIABLES 0 
NUMBER DlSCREl'IONARY OUI'PUI'S 1 
NUMBER DISCRETIONARY INPUI'S 7 
NUMBER OF OUfPUfS 1 
NUMBER OF INPUI'S 7 

MODEL: CRS/INPUf /INVARIAN

NUMBER OF RA'l'LOS 0 
NUMBER QF VJ\RIABLES 39 
NUMBER OP DMUS TO BEJ\NJ\LYSED 30 

MEASURE LOW VALUE 

SK 8744.00 
CL 12.74 
BU 299.00 
HJ 5888.28 
MC 365.59 
TS 1327.00 
ws 406.00 
AS 244.00 
Tolerances: 
EPS 12: 1.000000000000000 E-009 
EPSRAT: l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-009 
EPS06: 1.000000000000000 E-006 
EPSPRC: l.OOOOOOOOOOOUOOOE-005 
Low: 12.740000000000000 
High: 878079.900000000000000 

HIGH VALUE 

878079.90 
1252.62 

15558.00 
338657.00 
18168.00 
86124.00 
25470.00 
15336.00 

PREPROCESSING: DOMIN AT ED UNfi'S 

UNfl' 13 PRTC* 
UNff 21 ATC# 
UNIT 22 CRC# 
UNTf 29 SBSTC* 

4 UNITS ARE OOMJNATED 

PROGRAM 1 ... DMU 26 
RMfC# 4 6 

PROGRAM 2 ... DMU 7 
STHAR@ ... 2 4 

PROGRAM 3 ... DMU 4 
GSRTC* ... 1 4 

PROGRAM 4 ... DMU 17 
TI'C# 2 4 

PROGRAM 5 ... DMU 25 
MGRTC# ... 1 4 

PROGRAM 6 ... DMU 6 
RSRTC* ... 3 5 

PROGRAM 7 ... DMU 2 
APSRTC* ... 3 5 

PROGRAM 8 ... DMU 24 
PATC# 3 5 

PROGRAM 9 ... DMU 23 
MPTC# 3 5 

PROGRAM 10 ... DMU 18 
JTC# 6 8 

PROGRAM ll ... DMU 16 
DCTC# 3 5 

PROGRAM 12 ... DMU 19 
KTC# 6 8 
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PROGRAM 13 ... DMU 20 
TPTC# 3 5 

PROGRAM 14 ... DMU 28 
ASTC# 4 7 

PROGRAM 15 ... DMU 1 
MSRTC* ... 3 5 

PROGRAM 16 ... DMU 13 
PRTC* 6 8 

PROGRAM 17 ... DMU 21 
ATC# 5 7 

PROGRAM 18 ... DMU 12 
CTC# 5 8 

PROGRAM 19 ... DMU 5 
UPSRTC* ... 4 6 

PROGRAM 20 ... DMU 22 
CRC# 4 6 

PROGRAM 21 ... DMU 10 
STPJB@ ... 5 7 

PROGRAM 22 ... DMU 11 
PRC# 4 6 

PROGRAM 23 ... DMU 3 
KnSRTC* ... 3 5 

PROGRAM 24 ... DMU 27 
NTC# 5 7 

PROGRAM 25 ... DMU 14 
NBSTC* ... 5 7 

PROGRAM 26 ... DMU 9 
MPSRTC* ... 3 5 

PROGRAM 27 ... DMU 8 
KSRTC* ... 5 7 

PROGRAM 28 ... DMU 15 
OSRTC* ... 3 5 

PROGRAM 29 ... DMU 30 
KDTC# 3 5 

PROGRAM 30 ... DMU 29 
SBSTC* ... 3 5 

RANGE OF PRICES 

SK .00000 .00621 
CL .00080 .07849 
BU .00006 .01779 
HJ .00000 .00017 
MC .00006 .05088 
TS .00001 .10957 
WS .00004 .02940 
AS .00007 .02968 

SOLUI'ION STATISTICS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS......... 174 A VG: 5 
NUMBER OF TIMES ADVANCED BASIS USED 1 
NUMBER NOT ANALYSED 0 
NUMBER PRICED...................... 2670 
START 13: 26: 33: 3 
END 13: 26: 33: 42 
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